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iv Abstract
Dyke intrusions and normal faulting play an important role during continental
break-up but little is known about how the normal faults develop. Direct evidence
of dyke-induced faulting is limited by the lengthy repeat times between individual rift-
ing episodes, the small amount of subaerial rift zones and until recently the technical
ability to record small surface changes across large areas. The most recent (2005-2010)
rifting episode at the Dabbahu rift segment, Afar, Ethiopia provided a unique oppor-
tunity to study dyke-induced fault growth. The combination of new high-resolution
topographic LiDAR data and interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) data
provides information of cumulative as well as incremental fault throw.
In this thesis I use high-resolution LiDAR data of the Dabbahu rift segment to
reveal a dense network of short fault segments (>3400) at various stages of fault link-
age set in flood basalt plains. I develop and present a semi-automatic algorithm that
extracts throw along surface fault traces from the high-resolution LiDAR DEM. The
largest amount of throw (∼80 m) is found on faults towards the east of the rift segment.
At the central Ado’Ale volcanic edifice predominant bookshelf faulting is evident which
might be an indication of a lateral shift of the dykes towards the east. I use the throw
data to derive a strain field for the rift. Faults record ∼140 m of extension, implying
extensive resurfacing.
I derived displacement data from two LiDAR surveys and InSAR data, for two
separate dyke intrusions. Both data sets show that faults are re-activated in a broad,
3-4 km wide, asymmetric zone parallel to the dyke induced subsidence with the major-
ity of the new throw being accumulated on 1-2 large west-dipping fault structures in
the east. The incremental displacement-length, d − L, data presented here is the first
quantitative study of accumulation of new fault throw across an entire rift segment. In-
cremental throw across linkage zones suggest two types of behaviour once fault linkage
is complete. 1) Individual fault segments maintain the ability to slip independently.
This was previously only observed during analogue modelling. 2) The connected faults
act as one throughgoing fault with slip unaffected by the linkage zone. The combina-
tion of these two processes might be responsible for the commonly observed small-scale
corrugation in d−L data. In contrast to published fault growth models, I present evi-
dence that the remnant fault tip of a linkage zone does not necessarily become inactive
once linkage is complete, and that linkage zones do not ‘catch up’ through accelerated
throw once linkage is complete.
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Chapter 11
Introduction2
The 2005-2010 rifting episode at the Dabbahu rift segment, Afar, Ethiopia, was the3
first rifting episode that was extensively monitored with remote sensing. In this thesis4
I use satellite and high-resolution topographic data to investigate how faults grow in a5
magmatic system that is otherwise almost inaccessible.6
7
In this chapter I will summarise the current understanding of normal fault growth.8
I will then introduce the Dabbahu rifting segment, Ethiopia, in the context of the Afar9
Depression and give an overview of the 2005-2010 rifting episode. I will conclude this10
chapter with the aims of this thesis and an outline.11
1.1 Normal faults - initiation and propagation12
Normal faults are found worldwide at divergent plate boundaries as well as volcanic13
edifices (Rubin and Pollard, 1988). They play a major role in the formation of basins,14
mining and hydro-carbon exploration and understanding their initiation and propa-15
gation is of great importance to mitigating earthquake hazards. Displacement-length16
profiles of isolated normal faults within uniform lithology typically show maximum dis-17
placement at the centre, tapering to zero at the fault tips (e.g. Rippon, 1984, Barnett18
et al., 1987, Dawers et al., 1993), indicating that slip accumulates at the interior of19
the fault thereby increasing the stress at the fault tips and causing lateral fault growth20
(Scholz, 1991). These observations gave rise to the expectation of a scaling law relating21
maximum displacement and fault length.22
Finding such a scaling relationship has proven to be difficult as most of the data sets23
only span 1-2 orders of magnitude and exhibit a large amount of scatter (Fig. 1.1). The24
1
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scatter has been attributed to a number of different reasons: differences in measurement25
type (Gillespie et al., 1992), rock properties and tectonic setting (Cowie and Scholz,26
1992a), mechanical stratigraphy (Schultz and Fossen, 2002), kinematics (Bu¨rgmann27
et al., 1994, Gross et al., 1997), fault linkage (Peacock and Sanderson, 1991, Bu¨rgmann28
et al., 1994, Cartwright et al., 1995, Wojtal, 1996, Willemse et al., 1996, Willemse,29
1997), propagation history (Peacock and Sanderson, 1996), reactivation (Kim et al.,30
2001) and intrinsic scale variation (Watterson, 1986, Wojtal, 1994, 1996, Gross et al.,31
1997). Fig. 1.1 shows a maximum displacement vs. fault length plot (dmax/L ratio)32
of previously published work on normal faults (figure taken from Kim and Sanderson,33
2005).
Figure 1.1: Displacement-length scaling relationship of normal faults derived from different
data sets. Reprinted from Kim and Sanderson (2005) with permission from Elsevier.
34
Nevertheless, two widely accepted models for fault propagation have been developed35
distinguishing between isolated fault growth and segmented fault growth (Fig. 1.2).36
The former is in agreement with early observations proposing a smooth single slip sur-37
face that increases in length and/or displacement as it evolves (e.g. Watterson, 1986,38
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Walsh and Watterson, 1987, 1988, Marrett and Allmendinger, 1991, Cowie and Scholz,39
1992b,a). They propose a relationship of the form dmax = cL
n with c dependent on40
rock properties. For isolated faults a linear relationship (n = 1) between dmax and41
L is most commonly observed (Fig. 1.3 a, e.g. Dawers et al., 1993, Cowie and Scholz,42
1992a). Other models propose n > 1 leading to a faster accumulation of displace-43
ment (Fig. 1.3 b, e.g. Walsh and Watterson, 1987) and the extreme case proposed by44
Walsh et al. (2002) in which the fault length remains constant after its initial forma-45
tion (Fig. 1.3 c). Fig. 1.3 d illustrates a step-like growth model for linked faults (e.g.46
Cartwright et al., 1995).47
Larger normal faults are usually formed through linkage of smaller fault segments (e.g.48
Childs et al., 1995, Dawers and Anders, 1995) and understanding how this interaction49
influences fault growth and segment geometry has been the focus of several studies50
since the 1990s (e.g. Morley et al., 1990, Peacock and Sanderson, 1991, Trudgill and51
Cartwright, 1994, Dawers and Anders, 1995, Cartwright et al., 1995, Willemse et al.,52
1996, Crider and Pollard, 1998, Gupta and Scholz, 2000, Peacock, 2002).53
Peacock and Sanderson (1991) first observed that fault linkage modifies the expected54
d−L pattern of isolated fault segments. Combining field observations (e.g. Cartwright55
et al., 1995) and results from numerical modelling (e.g. Willemse et al., 1996, Willemse,56
1997), Gupta and Scholz (2000) presented a detailed model for fault growth through57
fault linkage (Fig. 1.4). Initially the two isolated fault segments grow independently58
forming a classic bow-shaped d−L pattern (Fig. 1.4 a). As the fault segments approach59
each other models of Coulomb stress changes and boundary element models suggest60
that lateral propagation towards each other is encouraged until they enter each others61
“stress shadow”, which impedes lateral propagation (Fig. 1.5, Hodgkinson et al., 1996,62
Ackermann and Schlische, 1997, Gupta et al., 1998, Willemse et al., 1996). The d −63
L profile becomes increasingly asymmetric, steepening towards the interacting fault64
tip (Fig. 1.4 b, c, d). Once linkage is complete the combined fault is expected to65
behave similar to an isolated fault growing in lateral and vertical direction, and the66
displacement deficit across the former ramp is expected to reduce.67
On the surface, fault linkage is expressed through the tilting of beds and the forma-68
tion of a relay ramp between two overlapping fault segments (Fig. 1.6). As the process69
continues, the faults start curving towards each other and minor short en-echelon faults70
and fissures are formed across the ramp. At this stage the faults are referred to as ‘soft71
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of idealised vs. real fault slip distribution. a) Idealised normal fault:
Tip-line is elliptical with maximum displacement at the centre gradually tapering to zero at the
tip. b) Segmented normal fault: Interaction between segments disturbs the elliptical shape of
single slip events which accumulate to the overall displacement. Reprinted from Peacock (2002)
with permission from Elsevier.
Figure 1.3: Different fault growth models: a) Constant dmax/L ratio with n=1; b) dmax/L
ratio with n>1; c) Constant length model (Walsh et al., 2002); d) Fault linkage model (e.g.
Peacock and Sanderson, 1991, Cartwright et al., 1995, Kim et al., 2000, Gupta and Scholz,
2000). Reprinted from Kim and Sanderson (2005) with permission from Elsevier.
linked’ but may already be joined at depth (Fig. 1.6 a, e.g. Trudgill and Cartwright,72
1994, Davies et al., 1997, Peacock and Parfitt, 2002). In the next stage the ramp is73
breached by a throughgoing fault connecting the two segments along a single irregular74
fault. The faults are now ‘hard linked’ (Fig. 1.6 b). Breaching has been observed across75
both the upper ramp and/or lower ramp (e.g. Trudgill and Cartwright, 1994, Crider76
and Pollard, 1998, C¸iftc¸i and Bozkurt, 2007). If breached across the upper ramp the77
tip of the rear segment connects with the front segment (Fig. 1.6 c), while if breached78
across the lower ramp the fault tip of the the front segment curves towards the rear79
segment (Fig. 1.6 d). In both cases the remaining fault tip is believed to become in-80
active. In the case of upper-ramp breaching the ramp gets destroyed as the connected81
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Figure 1.4: Conceptual model of fault growth by linkage. Arrows indicate direction of
fault propagation, shading in d− L shape illustrate individual slip events: a) isolated fault; b)
fault segments propagate towards each other encouraged by each others stress field; c and d)
lateral propagation is suppressed by the stress field, asymmetric accumulation of displacement;
e) critical stress drop is reached linkage occurs, f) Linkage is complete, lateral propagation
recommences, displacement deficit has been reduced. Reprinted from Gupta and Scholz (2000)
with permission from Elsevier.
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Figure 1.5: Coulomb stress changes (after Hodgkinson et al., 1996) induced by normal fault
slip on the central structure A. All three fault structures (A, B and C) dip at 60◦. Grey
area: region of stress enhancement suppressing fault slip; white area: region of stress relaxation
encouraging fault slip. Republished with permission of GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMER-
ICA, from Gupta et al. (1998); permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.
fault accumulates displacement. Boundary element modelling suggests that the type of82
breaching is dependant on the direction of the fault step in relation to the direction of83
oblique slip (Crider, 2001). Particularly across extensive rift systems, a great diversity84
in relay structure and associated graben formation has been observed. This diversity85
has been associated with the initial spacing and overlap between faults (Allken et al.,86
2013) and may be affected by the relative age of the structures in respect of the entire87
array and mechanical anisotropy of the deformed medium (Trudgill and Cartwright,88
1994).89
90
Linkage zones, fault segments and segment boundaries play a great role in earth-91
quake dynamics and hazard mitigation (e.g. Wesnousky, 1986, Crone and Haller, 1991,92
Wesnousky, 2008). Ruptures have been observed to both jump across soft linked relay93
zones as well as stop at segment boundaries (Crone and Haller, 1991, Wesnousky, 2008)94
and it is still unclear if segment boundaries are temporary or permanent features.95
96
1.2 Afar depression97
Located mainly in Ethiopia and set within a thick layer of Paleogene flood basalts, the98
Afar Depression is part of the triple junction separating the Nubian, Arabian and So-99
malian plates (Fig. 1.7) and is one of the few places where the final stages of continental100
breakup can be witnessed (e.g. Hayward and Ebinger, 1996).101
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a)
b) d)
c)
Figure 1.6: Relay ramps. a) Intact relay ramp, faults are ‘soft linked’; b) Breached relay
ramp, faults are ‘hard linked’; c) Upper-ramp breach, faults are connected from the tip of the
rear segment; d) Lower-ramp breach, faults are connected from the front segment. In both
cases the remaining fault tip is assumed to become inactive. Republished with permission of
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA from (a) and b) from Trudgill and Cartwright, 1994)
permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. c) and d) reprinted from Crider
(2001) with permission from Elsevier.
102
The Afar depression, also called the Danakil depression, forms a triangle and is en-103
closed by the large border faults of the Ethiopian plateau in the West and the Somalian104
plateau to the southeast. In the northeast the isolated Danakil horst block separates105
the low-lying depression, with areas up to 120 m below sea level, from the Red Sea106
(Fig. 1.7).107
108
Rifting is associated with the Afar plume (e.g. Hofmann et al., 1997, Bastow et al.,109
2008) and commenced towards the end of, or shortly after the emplacement of the110
flood basalts 31-29 Ma ago (e.g. Wolfenden et al., 2005). Since then, the Gulf of Aden111
and the Red Sea north of 14◦ N, have progressed to oceanic spreading (e.g. Manighetti112
et al., 1998). South of 14◦ N the Red Sea is subaerial. GPS measurements indicate a113
north-south transgression of extension between 16◦ N - 13◦ N. In the north, extension114
occurs completely at the Red Sea rift; in the south, extension occurs within the Danakil115
Depression (McClusky et al., 2010). Hayward and Ebinger (1996) and Wolfenden et al.116
(2005) show that as rifts mature the large border faults are abandoned and new intra-117
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rift graben are formed. Lahitte et al. (2003) have suggested that this is accompanied118
by a change of volcanism from mainly rhyolite to basalt flows. Strain is then further119
focused forming magmatic rift segments with localised dyke intrusions before it finally120
transforms into oceanic spreading.121
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Figure 1.7: Overview of the the Afar depression. White rectangle marks the location of
the Dabbahu rift segment. Black lines indicate rift faults, grey polygons outline rift segments
both after Hayward and Ebinger (1996), arrows show annual plate movement with respect to
Nubia after McClusky et al. (2010), volcanoes from Siebert and Simkin (2002), lower hemisphere
projection fault plane solutions, 1976-2013, from Dziewon´ski et al. (1981), Ekstro¨m et al. (2012).
DEM after Amante and Eakins (2008).
122
Dates within the Afar region are sparse, but since the last 3 Ma (Lahitte et al.,123
2003) rifting activity has been localised on magmatic segments. The Afar depression124
is dominated by NNW-trending faulted magmatic segments at 55-85 km intervals and125
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shield volcanoes such as Erta Ale, Tat Ale and Alyata (Beyene and Abdelsalam, 2005,126
Barberi et al., 1972, Hayward and Ebinger, 1996). Typically, individual segments are127
elongated (60 x 10 km) zones with fissure lava flows, aligned basaltic scoria cones,128
volcanic edifices, shallow seismicity, positive gravity anomalies, collapsed graben and129
tilted fault blocks (e.g. Barberi and Varet, 1977, Hayward and Ebinger, 1996). Similar130
observations have been made at oceanic ridge segments (e.g. Pollard and Aydin, 1984).131
1.3 2005-2010 Dabbahu rifting episode132
The most recent rifting episode commenced in September 2005 at the Dabbahu seg-133
ment (Fig. 1.7 white box and Fig. 1.8), which forms, together with the currently inactive134
Harraro segment, the Manda-Harraro rift zone (Rowland et al., 2007). The Dabbahu135
segment is approximately ∼60 km long and ∼15 km wide and is characterised by its136
two active rhyolitic volcanoes Dabbahu and Gab’ho in the North and the dissected137
Ado’Ale volcanic complex (AVC) at its centre.138
The onset of the 2005-2010 rifting episode was marked by a Mw ≈ 4.3 earthquake139
on 4 September 2005 (Ayele et al., 2009) and was followed by a month-long period of140
intermittent seismic activity along the length of the segment, (Fig. 1.8) (e.g. Wright141
et al., 2006, Rowland et al., 2007, Ebinger et al., 2008, Ayele et al., 2009).142
In the 4 weeks until the 4 October 2005, 420 earthquakes were recorded. From 20-23143
September seismicity was located mainly at the northern part beneath the volcanoes144
Dabbahu and Gab’ho. On the 24th seismicity shifted to the Ado’Ale complex and145
migrated northwards at an estimated rate of 15-30 cm/s (Ayele et al., 2009).146
Eyewitnesses observed a small explosive silicic eruption on September 26 at Da’Ure147
northeast of Dabbahu volcano (Fig. 1.8; Yirgu et al., 2006, Ayele et al., 2007). The148
eruption caused the opening of a 500 m long, 100 m wide and 60 m deep vent oriented149
north-south (Wright et al., 2006). During a subsequent field campaign, recent fault150
slip of up to 3 m, along fault scarps of approximately 2 km length, were visible as151
light bands on fault scarps north of AVC, as well as recently opened fissures (Fig. 1.9;152
Rowland et al., 2007).153
154
155
Surface deformation data derived from satellite radar and optical image match-156
ing (Wright et al., 2006, Ayele et al., 2007, Grandin et al., 2009, Barisin et al., 2009)157
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Dabbahu volcano
Ado'Ale volc. ediﬁce
Figure 1.8: Dabbahu rift segment dominated by the Dabbahu and Gab’ho volcanoes in the
North and the Ado’Ale volcanic edifice at the centre. Location of the September 2005 dyke
intrusion (black) and associated seismicity (red). Blue star location of figure 1.9. Modified after
Ayele et al. (2007) with permission of Elsevier.
showed meter scale surface deformation along the entire 65 km of the rift segment. A158
25 km-wide zone was uplifted by up to 1.5 m at the flanks of the rift while the centre159
(2-3 km-wide zone) of the rift subsided by as much as 2 m, with maximum horizon-160
tal opening of 6 m. Dabbahu and Gab’ho volcano subsided by 2-3 m. The surface161
displacements and observed seismicity are characteristic for laterally propagating mag-162
matic dyke intrusions (Rubin and Pollard, 1988). Simple elastic modelling suggests163
the dyke intrusion to be situated between 2-9 km depth with an estimated 2-3 km3164
intruded volume (Wright et al., 2006, Grandin et al., 2009).165
166
3D surface displacements generated from SPOT4 imagery and InSAR showed asym-167
metrical flank uplift, with an eastward shift of the intrusion axis compared to the seg-168
ment axis. Apparent slip on bounding faults was distinctly offset along the rift’s length169
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Figure 1.9: Approximately 3 m of fresh fault slip caused by the September 2005 intrusion.
Location 12.42 N 40.57 W marked by blue star in figure 1.8. Photo personal communication J
Rowland.
which is best fit by a 80◦ W dipping dyke and fault slip on one side of the intrusion170
(Barisin et al., 2009). Estimates of moment release show a significant difference of an171
order of magnitude between the geodetic moment release (∼ 8.0 × 1019 Nm) and the172
seismic moment release (∼ 6.7 × 1018 Nm) (Wright et al., 2006, Grandin et al., 2009,173
Ayele et al., 2009).174
Since this initial dyke intrusion 13 smaller events have occurred (Wright et al.,175
2012). Elastic modelling and seismicity studies suggest that the later dykes were fed176
from a magma source close to the Ado’Ale complex and emplaced to the east of the177
geomorphic axis (e.g. Hamling et al., 2009, Ebinger et al., 2008, Keir et al., 2009).178
Fig. 1.10 displays the distribution of the individual dyking events over time and space.179
During three of the later intrusions small short-lived basaltic eruptions (hours-days)180
occurred south of Ado’Ale (Ferguson et al., 2010).181
182
1.4 Thesis aims and outline183
Although initiation and propagation of normal faults has been the focus of many studies184
since the 1980s, observations of fault growth are limited to analogue models (Mansfield185
and Cartwright, 2001) and individual earthquake ruptures (e.g. Wesnousky, 2008).186
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Figure 1.10: Extent and timing of the 14 dyke intrusions along the Dabbahu rift. Black dyke
length, red fissure eruption length Grey approximated location of Magma reservoir below AVC
(modified after Hamling et al., 2009)
Fault growth models infer the incremental steps of fault growth from the cumulative187
data. The extensive remote monitoring of the surface deformation during the 2005-188
2010 rifting episode at the Dabbahu segment provides a unique opportunity to study189
dyke-induced fault growth and compare existing fault growth models with incremental190
fault growth patterns.191
Specifically this thesis aims to192
• investigate the use of high-resolution LiDAR and InSAR data to quantify cumu-193
lative and incremental fault displacement.194
• use the data to test models of fault growth.195
196
This thesis is composed of 6 chapters including this introduction:197
• Chapter 2: I introduce the high-resolution LiDAR and InSAR data sets which198
form the base of my thesis including some details on data acquisition and pro-199
cessing (§ 2).200
• Chapter 3: I describe my semi-automatic algorithm which routinely extracts201
throw vs. fault length from the 2009 high-resolution LiDAR data set and also202
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measures slip, that occurred during the October 2008 intrusion, from the InSAR203
data and slip, that occurred during the May 2010 dyking event, from differential204
LiDAR data (§ 3).205
206
• Chapter 4: I apply my algorithm to the fault segments. I examine the overall207
behaviour of the fault segments, examine fault linkage zones, show examples of208
the derived d − L profiles and estimate the strain recorded in the faults within209
the Dabbahu rift segment (§ 4).210
• Chapter 5: I use InSAR and differential LiDAR data to identify the location and211
shape of slip induced by lateral dyke intrusions from October 2008 and May 2010212
and use the results to test models of fault growth (§ 5).213
• Chapter 6: I summarise my results and conclude (§ 6).214

Chapter 2215
Data sets216
My work is based primarily on two high-resolution airborne LiDAR surveys and I also217
use InSAR (Interferometric synthetic aperture radar) to measure fault displacement218
during two dyke intrusion events at the Dabbahu rift segment, Afar. In this chapter,219
I will first describe the LiDAR principles and acquisitions, and then introduce the two220
data sets and the data processing. In the second part I will explain the principles of221
InSAR, describe the characteristics of the ALOS satellite data used, and outline the222
main data processing steps applied.223
2.1 LiDAR224
With the development of the laser, and the precise knowledge of its wavelength and225
beam divergence, laser ranging became a highly accurate method to measure distances.226
It was first developed in the 1960s by NASA and lunar laser ranging (LLR) started227
with the placement of retroreflectors on the moon during the Apollo 11 mission in 1969228
(Bender et al., 1973). Until the 1990s laser ranging was limited to point measurements,229
but with technological advances it became possible to survey areas and airborne Li-230
DAR (LIght Detection And Ranging) has since been applied to questions in a range231
of diverse applications including urban development, forestry, agriculture, archaeology232
and geoscience (e.g. Maune, 2001, Lim et al., 2003, Passalacqua et al., 2010, Fernandez,233
2011).234
The two airborne LiDAR surveys which I use in this thesis cover the central section235
of the Dabbahu segment and were acquired by the United Kingdom Natural Environ-236
ment Research Council’s Airborne Research and Survey Facility (NERC ARSF).237
15
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2.1.1 Airborne LiDAR238
Fig. 2.1 shows the principle of airborne LiDAR. The main component is the laser unit,239
which is attached to the bottom of the aircraft, here a Dornier 228:D-CALM, and240
consists of the transmitter, receiver and a moving mirror which distributes the laser241
pulses across the width of the recorded swath. When the laser pulse hits a reflector it is242
returned to the receiver where its travel time and scan angle is recorded and converted243
into range to the reflector. The pulse will not only be returned by the ground but244
also by any clouds and sand in the air and vegetation above the ground surface. The245
Leica ALS50-II LiDAR system, which was used for both surveys, stores the first three246
returns and the last return, which corresponds to the return from the ground, for247
each laser pulse. Airborne LiDAR systems commonly use diode-pumped lasers which248
can produce short, large intensity Gaussian shaped pulses at high repetition rates.249
The laser of the ALS50-II has a wavelength of 1064 nm with a nominal output beam250
divergence of 0.22 mrad at the 1/e2 point (Geosystems AG, 2007) which translates into251
a ground footprint of ∼70 cm diameter for the average survey flight altitude of 3400 m252
above mean ground level (amgl) for the 2009 LiDAR survey and ∼50 cm diameter for253
the average survey flight altitude of 2600 m amgl for the 2012 survey. It is further254
equipped with an oscillating mirror, which compared to rotating mirrors, ensures that255
every pulse is directed towards the ground. This effectively doubles the nominal scan256
frequency of the instrument because two scan lines are recorded during each oscillation257
cycle (Ussyshkin and Boba, 2008). The sinusoidal scan pattern of the system leads to258
a higher density of returns along the swath edges in the scan direction but relatively259
poor coverage in the flight direction (Fig. 2.2a). At the swath centre the distribution of260
returns in flight direction and scan direction are more equal, ∼2 m in both directions261
for the 2009 survey (Fig. 2.2b). Return spacing along scan direction depends on pulse262
repetition frequency (PRF), scan frequency and flight altitude, whereas spacing in flight263
direction primarily depends on the aircraft’s speed and its altitude. The swath width264
on the ground is governed by the flight altitude and scan angle. Therefore the density of265
illuminated points on the ground and with it the maximum resolution of the resulting266
digital elevation model (DEM) is dependant on a combination of flight altitude amgl,267
PRF, scan frequency, scan angle and mirror movement and degree of overlap between268
individual swaths. ALS50-II LiDAR specifications can be found in table 2.1. In order269
to georeference each return the aircraft is further equipped with a GPS antenna and a270
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high-accuracy inertial measurement unit (IMU).271
Figure 2.1: Principle of airborne LiDAR taken from (Fernandez, 2011). The laser unit is
attached to the bottom of the aircraft. An oscillating mirror distributes the laser pulse across
the swath width perpendicular to the flight direction. Swath width is dependent on the scan
angle and flight altitude. Forward motion of the aircraft creates a zig-zag scan pattern. The
aircraft is also equipped with a IMU and GPS system which in combination with ground based
GPS stations enables accurate positioning of the aircraft and returns.
max Pulse repetition frequency (PRF) 150000 Hz
max field of view (FOV) 75◦
max flight altitude 6000 m agl
saved returns 1st, 2nd, 3rd, last return
Table 2.1: Leica ALS50-II LiDAR specifications
272
2.1.2 Surveys273
October 2009 survey:274
The survey was acquired during 25-27 October 2009. Fig. 2.3 shows the outline of the275
survey (blue) covering the central section of the Dabbahu segment. It encompasses276
the volcanoes Dabbahu and Gabho in the North and stretches South past the regional277
capital Semera (DASM). Additional to the roughly 10-15 km wide and 60 km long main278
polygon multiple cross-lines were acquired to tie in with other surveys carried out by279
members of the Afar consortium such as magnetotelluric and gravity measurements.280
The figure further shows the locations of the Afar consortium’s continuous GPS (cGPS)281
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flight direction
1m return centre footprint scan path
a)
flight direction
1m return centre footprint scan path
b)
Figure 2.2: Example return distributions along swath edge (a) and in the swath centre (b)
from the 2009 LiDAR survey. Each swath is ∼3000 m wide. Blue circles outline the footprint
of each return, ∼70 cm in diameter, and red squares indicate the centre of the return. Thin
black lines show the scan path. Black arrow indicates the flight direction.
stations (yellow triangles) which were used as base stations for the LiDAR survey. The282
entire survey covers an area of 2100 km2 with the central section covering 1400 km2.283
The survey consists of 55 flight tracks of ∼3000 m width. In total over 900× 106 returns284
were recorded. Weather conditions during all three survey days were very clear with285
only slight haze reducing data quality to 7-9 out of 10 on the ARSF’s qualitative scale.286
On average the survey was acquired at 3400 m amgl. Details for each survey day can287
be found in tables 2.2 and 2.3.288
289
Date Area avg. alt. amgl. Gnd speed PRF Scan freq. FOV
25.10.09 Mid 3400 m 303 km/h 76200 Hz 58 Hz 24
26.10.09 North 3400 m 305 km/h 79200 Hz 41 Hz 24
27.10.09 South 3400 m 333 km/h 78200 Hz 41 Hz 24
Table 2.2: Column 1-4: Survey acquisition details: date, survey area, average flight alti-
tude amgl., ground speed; column 5-7: Instrument settings: pulse repetition frequency, scan
frequency, field of view
290
291
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Figure 2.3: LiDAR surveys. Outline of the 2009 LiDAR survey in blue and the 2012 Li-
DAR survey in red. Yellow triangles show location of GPS stations used as base stations for
georeferencing.
Date Cloud Shadow Illumination Data qual. GPS base station
25.10.09 0 % 0 % 90 % 9/10 DA25, DAYR, ARSF
26.10.09 5 % 5 % 90 % 8/10 DABT, DATR, DA35
27.10.09 5 % 5 % 70 % 7/10 DAYR, DASM, DA25
Table 2.3: Column 1-5: Survey quality details: date, cloud coverage, area shadowed, illumi-
nation, data quality out of 10; column 6: cGPS station used as base stations
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November 2012 survey:292
The second survey covered only the very central section of the Dabbahu segment across293
the AVC marked by the red polygon in figure 2.3. It consists of 26 flight tracks of294
∼1790 m width covering an area of 405 km2. The data set was acquired during two days295
in November 2012 with excellent weather conditions (9-10 out of 10). In comparison to296
the 2009 survey this survey was flown at a lower altitude (∼2600 m amgl). The survey297
was acquired in multiple pulse in air (MPiA) mode which sends a second laser pulse298
before the reflections of the first pulse is received, allowing an increase in the effective299
PRF (106800 Hz) (Roth and Thompson, 2008). The total number of returns for this300
survey is over 1.2× 109. Details of the survey can be found in tables 2.4 and 2.5.301
Date avg. alt. amgl. Gnd speed PRF Scan freq. FOV
13.-14.11.2012 2600m 250 km/h 106800 Hz 55.3 Hz 19
Table 2.4: Column 1-3: Survey acquisition details: date, average flight altitude amgl., ground
speed; column 4-6: Instrument settings: pulse repetition frequency, scan frequency, field of view
302
Date Cloud Shadow Illumination Data qual. GPS base station
13-14.11.2012 0 % 0 % 90 % 9/10 DA25, DAYR, DA45
Table 2.5: Column 1-5: Survey quality details: date, cloud coverage, area shadowed, illumi-
nation, data quality out of 10; column 6: cGPS station used as base stations
303
2.1.3 Georeferencing returns304
This part of the processing was carried out by the NERC ARSF.305
Within the earth centred WGS-84 Cartesian reference system (C(X,Y,Z)) the position306
(rCce) of the measured point (e) is determined by307
rCce = r
C
cg + r
C
gl + r
C
le (2.1)308
where rCcg points from the centre of the reference frame to the onboard GPS antenna, r
C
gl309
points from the GPS antenna to the firing point of the laser, and rCle is the vector from310
the laser to point (e) on the ground (e.g. Vaughn et al., 1996). Vectors are indicated311
by bold lower case letters, matrices by bold capital letter. Superscript letters indicate312
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the reference frame.313
rcg is directly determined through kinematic positioning, which was first introduced by314
(Krabill and Martin, 1987). It requires the onboard GPS station to be synchronised315
with a ground based GPS station before and after the flight.316
rgl is measured within the local reference frame of the LiDAR system (B) which is317
generally defined along the aircraft’s main axes (XB: along its centre line, Y B: along318
its right wing, ZA: positive downwards). In order to rotate B into C it first needs319
to be rotated into the earth right handed gravitational reference frame O (Z positive320
toward the earth and perpendicular to the WGS-84 ellipsoid, X north and parallel to the321
ellipsoid). The necessary rotation angles are measured by the IMU which measures yaw322
(β rotation around ZB), pitch (α rotation around Y A) and roll (ψ, rotation aroundXB).323
They are defined positive if rotation is counterclockwise. The rotation relationship324
between O and C is defined by latitude (φ) and longitude(λ) recorded by the GPS325
antenna.326
rle is measured within the reference frame of the laser unit with its Z
L axis pointing327
in the lasers firing direction. Its rotation counterclockwise relative to A is defined by328
its mounting parameters ∆β,∆α,∆ψ and the mirror rotation angle (γ).329
This results in the LiDAR equation330
rCce = r
C
cg +R
−1(λ, φ− 90, 0)R−1(β, α, ψ)(R−1(∆β,∆α,∆ψ)R−1(γ)rLle + rBgl) (2.2)331
with the 3-dimensional rotation matrix R(a, b, c) rotating about x-, y- and z-axis by332
the angles a, b, c respectively.333
2.1.4 Error estimation334
Besides obvious errors introduced by false reflectors such as clouds or sand in the air,335
measurement errors of the instrument need to be considered. Huising and Gomes Pereira336
(1998), Baltsavias (1999), Latypov (2002), Glennie (2007) have provided detailed de-337
scriptions of errors and their effects on the data set. Errors are subdivided into random338
and systematic errors. The former is based on the precision of the system measure-339
ments while systematic errors are due to mounting parameters and biases in the system340
measurements.341
The standard procedure to estimate errors for topographic data sets is to take easily342
recognisable landmarks, such as hilltops or house corners, for which elevation and posi-343
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Figure 2.4: Accuracy of the Leica ALS50-II vs. flight height (from Geosystems AG, 2007).
Accuracy estimated for a FOV of 40◦. Horizontal accuracy at the FOV edge in black and at
the nadir in grey. Vertical accuracy at the FOV edge in red and at the nadir in yellow. Dashed
line at 3400 m for the 2009 survey. Dotted line at 2600 m flight height of the 2012 survey.
tion are well known and compare them with their values in the data set (Maune, 2001).344
NERC ARSF perform calibration flights and compare the LiDAR elevation data with345
ground control points every time the LiDAR system is removed from the aircraft. Since346
February 2009 NERC ARSF report an issue with the boresight roll angle of the Leica347
ALS-II sensor. According to Leica R© Geosystems this issue has presented itself in other348
Leica R© Geosystems LiDAR sensors and is currently under investigation. Boresight roll349
bias causes a linear vertical tilt across the swath width (e.g. Habib et al., 2010). A cal-350
ibration flight at the end of September 2009, shows mean vertical error of 3.1±2.2 cm351
for operation at 1350 m flight altitude and 4.1±5.4 cm for operation at 2600 m altitude.352
Roll boresight errors of of ∼2-5 cm were reported but considered insignificant by NERC353
ARSF (ARSF, 2009). The calibration flight in July 2012 exhibited vertical errors of354
3.9±10.3 cm for 800 m flight altitude and 5±5 cm for a survey height of 2400 m which355
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Figure 2.5: RMS relative vertical error estimated from areas of overlap between individual
flight lines. The colour of each overlap corresponds to its mean RMS vertical variation. Yellow
triangles show the location of cGPS stations used as base stations. The lack of stations in the
South is the most likely reason for the difference of ∼7 m between data from the first and third
day of the survey. The histogram shows RMS relative vertical variation versus the percentage
of total overlap. More than 81% of the area has relative variation of less than 10 cm and for
more than 95% the error is below 1.1 m.
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is close to the flight altitude of 2600 m of the 2012 survey. The systematic roll boresight356
error was 9-13 cm at the edge of the flight lines (ARSF, 2012). NERC ARSF manually357
correct for this using the overlapping areas of individual flight swaths as guide and358
iterate the processing to remove relative trends between the point clouds. If there is no359
overlap no correction is currently applied by NERC ARSF. Leica R© Geosystems specify360
vertical and horizontal errors with respect to the flight altitude (Fig. 2.4) which are at361
the FOV edge approximately 15 cm vertical and 37 cm horizontal for the 2009 survey362
and 12 cm vertical and 28 cm horizontal for the 2012 survey.363
364
It is also common to install ground control points which can be recognised in the365
data sets prior to the survey. For the Dabbahu rift no well measured landmarks exist366
nor was it possible to access the centre of the rift to install control points. Initially no367
second LiDAR survey was scheduled and for the purpose of studying fault displacement368
the accuracy of the 2009 LiDAR survey is sufficient. However, to get an estimate on the369
relative vertical error of the 2009 survey I calculated the RMS differences pixel by pixel370
for the area of overlap between individual flight lines, assuming that the horizontal371
position is correct. Fig. 2.5 shows the results of this analysis. More than 81% of the372
total area of overlap exhibit RMS values of ≤ 10 cm and 95% have RMS values ≤373
1.1 m. Larger errors of 7.4 m are obvious towards the South where flight lines of374
day one and three overlap. This offset is most likely a consequence of problems with375
two of the cGPS stations in the South of the survey during the time of acquisition.376
The offset is hardly visible in the finished DEM and has a negligible if any effect on377
my fault displacement work presented in § 4. Errors introduced through the boresight378
roll bias and possible other factors between individual flight tracks become significant379
during the differencing of the two LiDAR data sets in § 5.3.1. Various methods for380
strip adjustment to remove this bias exist. Favalli et al. (2009) for example developed381
an automatic algorithm to remove systematic errors from LiDAR data without the382
presence of ground control points but within the time frame of my thesis I was not able383
carry out these corrections. The magnitude of the error between the two LiDAR data384
sets will be discussed in detail in § 5.3.1.385
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2.1.5 Post-processing386
The survey data was delivered by the NERC ARSF as a georeferenced point cloud387
(vertical datum:WGS84, projection:UTM 37N, horizontal datum ETRF89). The ASCII388
files contain time, Easting, Northing, elevation, intensity, classification, return number,389
number of returns for given pulse and scan angle rank. The classification values are390
according to the American Society of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS)391
standard for LiDAR point classes. Noisy points are classified as 7, by default points392
are classified as 1.393
To created the DEMs of the bare earth I kept only the last return of each pulse and394
removed any returns flagged as noisy during the processing by the NERC ARSF.395
Due to the size of the data set I split the survey area up into 1.4 x 1.4 km2 tiles396
overlapping each other by 200 m in each direction. I calculated the surface for each tile397
using a natural neighbour interpolation (TriScatterInterp, MATLAB, 2012). Natural398
neighbour interpolation has proven to be the preferred interpolation method when399
recreating topographic surfaces with scattered data points and sharp gradient changes400
(Gold, 1989). Fig. 2.6 illustrates the natural neighbour interpolation. A set of data401
points can be described by its Delauney triangulation, which connects each data point402
with all of its neighbours. Another description of an irregular spaced data set is achieved403
by the Voronoi tessellation. Here a cell is created around each data point enclosing the404
area which is closer to its data point than any other point in the data set. The Voronoi405
cell bisects the connection of two neighbouring points (Fig. 2.6 a). To create a regular406
spaced surface grid, nodes are inserted into the data set (cross). the new point creates407
its own Voronoi cell which consists of area formerly belonging to the Voronoi cells of408
its neighbours (yellow polygon). In the natural neighbour interpolation each neighbour409
influences the value of the new grid node according to the size of the area of its former410
cell taken over by the new point (Fig 2.6 b). The resulting surface is ’smooth’ or C1411
continuous everywhere except at the data points, which is an advantage over nearest412
neighbour interpolations, which are discontinuous along the triangulation edges.413
In a final step I merged the created surface tiles using the mosaicing function of the414
ERDAS ER Mapper 2011 R© software (ERDAS, 2011).415
Fig. 2.7 shows the number of last returns per 10 x 10 m2 squares for the 2009 survey.416
On average 54 returns are counted per cell which corresponds to an average resolution417
of approx. 2 m2. However, the number of returns increase significantly for areas where418
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of the natural neighbour interpolation. Delauney triangulation (red)
and Voronoi tessellation (blue) of a data set before insertion of a new grid node (a) and after
(b). The introduction of the new point creates a new Voronoi cell that occupies area formerly
belonging to the cells of its neighbours. The influence of the neighbouring points on the value
of the new point is proportional to the portion of the new grid nodes cell which previously
belonged to the neighbouring point’s Voronoi cell.
flight tracks overlap. The statistical analysis shows that 31% of the 10 x 10 m2 cells are419
hit by more than 100 returns, which signifies a resolution better than 1 m2 and only420
1% have more than 400 returns, which indicates a resolution better than 0.5 x 0.5 m2.421
I calculated the surface across a fault scarp at 4 different resolutions to decide on422
the ideal resolution of the DEM for my fault study (Fig. 2.8). In order to accurately423
determine the displacement of a fault, it is necessary to clearly identify the footwall424
cutoff (§ 3, Fig. 3.1). At 5 x 5 m2 pixel size (Fig. 2.8, top left) the cutoff can not be425
clearly distinguished from a more gentle sloping monoclinal feature. This highlights426
one of the problems when analysing remotely acquired surface data. Depending on427
data resolution and griding surface structures can easily be missed or be mistaken for428
other features. The cutoff becomes visible at 1 x 1 m2 pixel size (top right) but its429
exact position remains blurred. Stepping down to 0.5 x 0.5 m2 pixel size (bottom left)430
the cutoff is sharp and clearly visible. At 0.1 x 0.1 m2 pixel size (bottom right) the431
cutoff is very sharp and small features along the fault surface become visible. However432
the data set resolution does not allow for interpretation at that scale. I therefore chose433
to calculate the full DEM with 0.5 x 0.5 m2 resolution. It provides the clearest image434
of the fault cutoffs and maintains the high resolution of the data set. The final size of435
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the DEM amounts to 210 GB, when stored as a 4-byte floating point grid.436
Fig.2.9 shows the number of last returns per 10 x 10 m2 square for the 2012 survey.437
On average the number of returns per cell is 160, which is three times the amount of438
the 2009 survey. 24% of the cells are hit by more than 400 returns, which relates to439
a true 0.5 x 0.5 m2 resolution. I calculated the DEM (23 GB) for this survey also to440
0.5 x 0.5 m2 resolution. Throughout my thesis I refer to these 0.5 x 0.5 m2 pixels size441
DEMs as the high-resolution LiDAR DEMs and unless stated otherwise all analysis is442
carried out on them.
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Figure 2.7: LiDAR last returns per 100 m2 for the 2009 survey. Areas passed by only one
flight line are on average hit by 54 last returns per 10 x 10 m2. In areas of overlap the number
of last returns rises significantly to over 100 per 10 x 10 m2. 31% of the 10 x 10 m2 cells of the
survey area are hit by more than 100 return and only 1% is hit by ≥ 400 returns.
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of different LiDAR resolution DEMs covering a fault scarp. Area
15 x 15 m2. Top left 5 x 5 m2 pixel, top right 1 x 1 m2 pixel, bottom left 0.5 x 0.5 m2 pixel,
bottom right 0.1 x 0.1 m2 pixel.
443
Figures 2.10 and 2.11 illustrate the topographic detail provided by the high-resolution444
LiDAR DEM (c and d) in comparison to the global 90 x 90 m2 SRTM DEM (Shuttle445
Radar Topography Mission) (a) and the 6 x 6 m2 DEM (b) I created from SPOT5446
satellite data (courtesy of Sophie Houtot). I chose two areas with different topographic447
expressions. Figure 2.10 shows a close up of the northern flank of the Dabbahu volcano.448
Figure 2.10d shows a close-up of the 2009 LiDAR DEM marked by the rectangle on449
image c. The high-resolution LiDAR DEM allows for the identification of lava flow pat-450
terns of former extrusions. The second example (Fig. 2.11) is taken from the rift centre451
north of the Ado’Ale volcanic complex which exhibits multiple sub-parallel fault scarps452
and fissures. It is also the most complex part of the segment, as the segment changes453
direction from NW-SE to NNW-SSE, causing rhombohedral blocks and complicated454
fault intersections. The close-up image (Fig. 2.11d) of area marked by the rectangle in455
image c shows a fault and graben structure. Small scale variations at the footwall as456
well as details on the graben floor are visible.457
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Figure 2.9: LiDAR last returns per 100 m2 for the 2012 survey. Areas passed by only one
flight line are on average hit by 160 last returns per 10 x 10 m2. In areas of overlap the number
of last returns rises significantly to over 300 per 10 x 10 m2. 99% of the 10 x 10 m2 cells of the
survey area are hit by more than 100 returns and 24% is hit by ≥ 400 returns.
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of different DEM resolutions showing lava flows at the North of the
Dabbahu volcano (Top right corner 12.67 N/40.45 W). a) 90 x 90 m2 SRTM DEM, b) 6 x 6 m2
SPOT5 DEM, c) 0.5 x 0.5 m2 2009 LiDAR DEM, d) close-up 0.5 x 0.5 m2 2009 LiDAR DEM
showing area marked by black box in c). Images are shaded with sun in SW.
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of different DEM resolutions. Example of the fault structures at
the Ado’Ale volcanic complex (Top right corner 12.35 N/40.58 W). a) 90 x 90 m2 SRTM DEM,
b) 6 x 6 m2 SPOT5 DEM, c) 0.5 x 0.5 m2 2009 LiDAR DEM, d) close-up 0.5 x 0.5 m2 2009
LiDAR DEM showing area marked by red box in c). Images are shaded with sun in SW
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2.2 InSAR458
Synthetic aperture radar interferometry (InSAR) is a powerful tool to study crustal459
deformation (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998, Bu¨rgmann et al., 2000). Radar instruments460
acquiring SAR images are side looking and are carried by aircraft or spacecraft (Cur-461
lander and McDonough, 1991). The amplitude of a SAR image can be related to the462
scattering properties of the earth (e.g. Hooper et al., 2012) but the phase of a single463
SAR image is essentially meaningless. However, the difference between the phase of464
two images observing the same ground, assuming the backscattering characteristics465
have not changed, can be interpreted as the change in range (distance) from the satel-466
lite to the surface. Mathematically the phase difference is derived by the multiplication467
of one SAR image with the complex conjugate of the second thereby creating the famil-468
iar interferogram (Hanssen, 2001, Rosen et al., 2000). The phase of the newly formed469
interferogram is the phase change between the two SAR images.470
471
SAR satellites are distinguished by their radar wavelength (X-band 3 cm; C-band472
5.6 cm and L-band 23 cm). The longer the wavelength the more coherent is the in-473
terferogram and the easier it is to unwrap. For each of the 14 dyke intrusions of the474
recent rifting episode at the Dabbahu segment, ENVISAT (C-band) data have been475
acquired and for four intrusions ALOS data are available (Fig. 2.12). Unfortunately476
the short wavelength ENVISAT data decorrelates over the centre of the rift axis where477
the majority of the faults are located. I therefore use the longer wavelength (23 cm)478
L-band ALOS data for my study which maintains better coherence above the intru-479
sions as shown in figure 2.13. ALOS (Advanced Land Observing satellite) is a Japanese480
satellite and was launched in January 2006. It provided data from May 2006 until April481
2011. ALOS was in a 98.16◦ sun-synchronous orbit at ∼700 km altitude, with a 46-day482
repeat. At the Dabbahu segment its incident angle, γ, is 34.2◦.483
484
Data processing485
I used the standard ROI PAC packages (Rosen et al., 2004) to process the satellite486
data. It creates the interferogram from the image pairs, corrects the phase for factors487
not related to true surface deformation and finally unwraps the phase turning it into488
the continuous phase.489
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Figure 2.12: ALOS acquisitions in relation to the individual dyke intrusions. Grey: Events
not captured, red: events captured, blue time of ALOS acquisition.
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1 look; 20m DEM
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Figure 2.13: Comparison between ALOS (left) and ENVISAT (right) data for the October
2008 intrusion. Images cover the same area and have similar satellite viewing geometry (as-
cending orbits). Both interferograms are processed at 1 Rlook. The ENVISAT interferogram
has a high dφ/dx ratio across the rift center.
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The phase equation ∆Φ is490
∆Φ = ∆Φgeom + ∆Φtopo + ∆Φatm + ∆Φnoise + ∆Φdef (2.3)491
and the individual contributions are (e.g. Massonnet and Feigl, 1998):492
• Geometric contribution, ∆Φgeom, which is caused by the offset in position of the493
satellites between the first and the second acquisition. It typically the largest494
contribution to the phase, creating hundreds of fringes across the image. Using495
the a-priori information of satellite orbits the geometric contribution is routinely496
removed during the processing.497
• Topographic contribution, ∆Φtopo, which is related to the error of the DEM and498
affects the resolution of the interferogram. I will address the topographic contri-499
bution in more detail in the following section.500
• Atmospheric contribution ∆Φatm, which is the result of changed atmosphere con-501
ditions between the acquisitions. Temperature, pressure and water vapour content502
control the refractive index of the atmosphere and thereby the phase delay of the503
radar wave. The introduced signal correlates to the underlying topography and504
this relationship can be used for simple corrections. Current research focuses on505
atmospheric changes and the development of improved techniques to correct for506
it (e.g. Elliott et al., 2008, Li et al., 2009).507
• Noise contribution ∆Φnoise, which is due to noise and small errors of the orbit508
and look angle (Hooper et al., 2007).509
• Ground deformation ∆Φdef , which is the sought-after signal.510
The resolution at which an interferogram can ideally be processed depends partly511
on the resolution and accuracy of the available DEM and the perpendicular baseline,512
B⊥. The altitude of ambiguity, ha, (Eq. 2.4) is the altitude difference which causes a513
phase change of 2pi after all other contributions to the phase change have been removed514
(interferogram flattening).515
ha =
λRsin(γ)
2B⊥
(2.4)516
ha is inversely proportional to B⊥ and dependant on the incidence angle γ. This means517
the larger the perpendicular baseline is the more accurate the DEM has to be to prevent518
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Figure 2.14: Imaging geometry for radar interferometry. S1 and S2 are the satellite positions
during different image acquisitions. They are separated by the baseline B with its components
B⊥ and B‖ perpendicular and parallel respectively to the look direction. γ is the incidence angle
of the first acquisition. Reprinted with permission from Hamling (2010); originally modified
from Bu¨rgmann et al. (2000)
the introduction of large topographic errors.519
Some of the ALOS pairs have perpendicular baselines of ∼2000 m. To minimise the520
topographic error in my analysis, I created a DEM matching the 20 x 20 m2 ALOS521
resolution from the 2009 LiDAR DEM. I then merged the new 20 x 20 m2 LiDAR522
DEM with an oversampled SRTM DEM Farr et al. (2007). This was necessary be-523
cause ROI PAC requires the DEM to extend as far as the SAR image. The DEM524
manipulations were carried out using ERDAS ERMapper. Figure 2.15 shows the same525
interferogram processed with the 20 x 20 m2 merged LiDAR DEM on the left and526
processed with an 20 x 20 m2 DEM created by oversampling the SRTM DEM on the527
right. The perpendicular baseline is ∼2000 m. In the area covered by the LiDAR DEM528
the resolution is visibly improved.529
530
In the imaging geometry of side-looking radar systems the dimension across-track531
is referred to as range and the dimension parallel to the flight direction is the azimuth.532
The referencing of pixels between two radar images uses a concept referred to as a533
“look”. Raw interferograms with 1 range look (Rlook) and 1 azimuth look (Alook) are534
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usually very noisy due to for example temporal decorrelation and baseline offset. It535
is common practise to average over neighbouring pixels, called complex multilooking,536
to improve the signal to noise ratio (e.g. Rodriguez and Martin, 1992, Goldstein and537
Werner, 1998, Lee et al., 1998). ROI PAC uses a fixed mask approach to average the538
pixels creating pixels of roughly the same size in ground range and azimuth. For ALOS539
data this means that data processed at 1 Rlook are made of 1 look in range and 5 looks540
in azimuth, corresponding to roughly one 20 x 20 m2 pixel.541
The standard filtering procedure applied by the ROI PAC package is a power spectrum542
filter (Goldstein and Werner, 1998), but it leads to smoothing of the sharp edges in543
the interferogram. To preserve the sharp edges caused by fault slip I applied a 3 x 3544
pixel median filter instead. The final step of the processing is the phase unwrapping,545
which transforms the cyclic phase into an unambiguous continuous phase, Ψ. This is546
achieved by finding the integer number of cycles, n, to be added to each pixel of the547
wrapped phase, Φ, (Equ. 2.5) (e.g. Ferretti et al., 2007)548
Ψ = Φ + 2pin (2.5)549
Phase unwrapping algorithms assume that the unwrapped phase is ‘smooth’ and that550
changes occur ‘slowly’. While this is true for many parts of the interferogram phase,551
discontinuities caused by, for example, slip on faults leads to unwrapping errors which552
have to be manually fixed. I used the software ERDAS ERMapper to carry out the553
corrections. I identified and mapped the inconsistencies in the unwrapped interferogram554
and then added or subtracted the appropriate number of cycles to the phase. A final555
unwrapped interferogram is shown in figure 2.16.556
557
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Figure 2.15: Demonstration of the influence of the high resolution LiDAR DEM on the InSAR
results. Left: Interferogram processed with 20 x 20 m2 DEM derived from the LiDAR and
SRTM DEM Farr et al. (2007). Right: Interferogram processed with 20 x 20 m2 DEM created
from oversampled SRTM DEM. For the interferogram with a relatively large perpendicular
baseline (∼2000 m) the improvements through the LiDAR DEM are clearly visible.
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Figure 2.16: Unwrapped interferogram of the October 2008 dyke intrusion. Red: increased
line of sight distance caused by subsidence at the rift centre. Blue: decreased LOS distance due
to uplift at the flank.
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Fault throw algorithm559
3.1 Introduction and motivation560
The fundamental constraint on models of fault growth are the shape of displacement-561
length (d − L) profiles. Until recently displacement-length data were mostly derived562
from field measurements and seismic surveys (e.g. Walsh and Watterson, 1988, Cowie563
and Scholz, 1992a,b, Gillespie et al., 1992, Bu¨rgmann et al., 1994, Cartwright et al.,564
1995, Mansfield and Cartwright, 1996). Due to recent technological advances, high-565
resolution remote sensing data have become more widely available and studies of faults566
are increasingly based on digital elevation models (DEMs) (e.g. Manighetti et al., 2001,567
Acocella et al., 2003, Polit et al., 2009, Begg and Mouslopoulou, 2010).568
In this chapter I develop an algorithm for automatic measurement of fault throw, which569
is commonly used as a proxy for displacement of normal faults. Regardless of data570
set, for accurate measurements of displacement or throw it is necessary to identify the571
position of the foot- and hangingwall cutoffs. The cutoffs are defined as the intersections572
between the hangingwall and the footwall with the fault plane (Fig. 3.1 a). In reality, the573
cutoffs are more difficult to identify due to undulations on the fault blocks, irregular574
and eroded fault scarps, and fault drag and debris on the hangingwall (Fig. 3.1 b).575
Movement on the fault causes the beds on the adjacent fault blocks to bend and form576
monoclinal features parallel to the fault scarp which are defined as fault drag (e.g.577
Kearey, 2009).578
579
Several techniques have been applied to extract fault displacement or throw from580
DEMs. Manighetti et al. (2001) manually picked elevation profiles along the top and581
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Figure 3.1: a) Cross section profile sketch of a normal fault. b) Cross section profile of real
normal fault with undulations on footwall and hanging wall, fissures on the fault scarp and
tilted beds, debris and sediments obscuring the hangingwall cutoff.
the base of fault scarps and calculated throw. Begg and Mouslopoulou (2010) manually582
extracted elevation profiles along the hanging- and footwall block with additional cross583
profiles to calculate the vertical offset between the blocks and Polit et al. (2009) manu-584
ally determined throw from profiles crossing the fault scarps. Each of these techniques585
are labour intensive and differences in measurement procedures have been identified586
as one factor for scatter in the published data sets of fault dmax − L (Gillespie et al.,587
1992). The aim of this chapter therefore is to develop an algorithm to extract throw588
along fault traces that can be applied consistently and rapidly to various fault data sets.589
590
Multiple algorithms and software packages exist that attempt to automatically iden-591
tify and trace faults in surface data set using different approaches. Shaw and Lin (1993)592
for example identify faults by measuring the topographic curvature within a small circu-593
lar moving window. The two principal curvatures are used to quantify the topography.594
Variation of the window size allows for the identification and separation of faults into595
those with smaller and larger displacement but it does not provide quantitative mea-596
surements of fault throw.597
598
Finally, the quantity of information available in the high-resolution topographic599
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data sets is increasing rapidly. The 2009 LiDAR data covers 2000 km2 and contains600
over 1000 fault segments. Most software packages used for visualisation of remotely601
acquired data (e.g. Petrel R© and ARCGIS R©) are not designed to handle such large602
data sets. They often require subdivision of the data set prior to uploading and a603
computer with sufficiently large working memory and powerful graphics card. Even604
with appropriate software (e.g. Geovisionary R©) it takes several months to manually605
pick the cutoffs of the over 3500 fault segments, which were traced by C. Vye-Brown606
(Vye-Brown et al., 2012) within my research area (§ 4.2).607
608
I therefore decided to develop a MATLAB R© algorithm to measure fault throw609
along surface fault traces by automatically identifying the hanging and footwall cutoffs610
along the fault trace. It reduces the amount of subjectivity of the picking process by611
applying consistent criteria to every structure throughout the data set. Furthermore612
the algorithm reduces processing time, is independent of specialist software, and can613
run on a standard desktop computer.614
615
In this chapter I first describe the fault structures observed at the Dabbahu segment616
before explaining the individual steps of the algorithm and the rationale behind them617
in detail. The final part focuses on my choices for the parameter values and discusses618
the possible sources of errors. The resultant algorithm is generally applicable to normal619
fault zones.620
621
3.2 Geomorphological features of normal faults at the Dab-622
bahu rift segment623
Normal faults and open fissures are common structures within volcanic rift zones (Rubin624
and Pollard, 1988). At the Dabbahu segment at the Afar rift they are extremely well625
exposed due to very limited vegetation and low erosion rates (e.g. Rowland et al.,626
2007), which are also ideal conditions for airborne LiDAR. Small-scale features typical627
for faults in basaltic sequences and usually only visible in the field are therefore clearly628
visible in the high-resolution LiDAR DEM § 2.1. The most common features of normal629
faults in volcanic terrains were described by (Holland et al., 2006), based on work in630
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Hawaii and analogue models. They are illustrated in figure 3.2 and are:631
1. Subvertical fault scarps, which are formed because of the preferential failure along632
the weak cooling joints in Basalt lava flows;633
2. Open fissures at the base of the fault scarp, caused as the hangingwall pulls away634
from the footwall. They can be several meter wide and deep;635
3. Tilted blocks of the original monoclinal flexure, which can be formed as the636
hangingwall gets stuck on an asperity or form due to a change of fault dip at637
depth;638
4. Syn-rifting lava flows, which occur as fissure eruptions along the fault or flow639
across the top of the fault scarp;640
5. Open fissures, which are often formed along the footwall due to localised tensile641
stresses induced during the faulting process.642
1
4
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HangingwallFootwall
Figure 3.2: Extensional features in Basalt. 1. subvertical fault scarp, 2. open fissure at
hangingwall, 3. limb of the original monoclinal flexure, 4. lava flow, 5. open fissure. Figure
modified from Holland et al. (2006) with permisson from Elsevier.
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 are photographs and 3D views of the DEM produced with643
Petrel R© showing examples of these secondary features at the Dabbahu segment. While644
the detail provided by the LiDAR DEM is spectacular, the complexity of the fault645
structures at the Dabbahu rift segment makes their analysis more difficult.646
647
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Figure 3.3: Top: Fault scarp (1) with debris within the hanging wall in the distance and a limb
of the original monoclinal flexure (3) in the front with a small partly filled fissure (2). Visible
throw on fault 50 m . In the left hand corner a recent lava flow is visible (12.43◦N/40.57◦W,
Photo courtesy J. Rowland); bottom: View along the rift with faults and open fissures, looking
South from the Ado’Ale volcanic complex (scale: ∼10 km across) (Photo courtesy L. Baker)
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Figure 3.4: 3D views of the LiDAR DEM of different fault features created with Petrel R©.
Their locations are shown in Fig. 3.5. a) Fault scarp (1) with significant debris within hanging
wall. Throw ∼50 m. The EW striking fault cross-cuts a NW-SE trending monoclinal feature
(throw ∼7 m) on the foot wall. In the foreground small open fissures (5); b) Fault scarp with
tilted monocline (3) and fissure (2) within hanging wall. Throw ∼10-15 m; c) System of closely
spaced faults and fissure forming narrow graben structures and horse-tail splays. Image ∼500 m
across. Locations of examples marked in figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Section of the LiDAR DEM. Yellow boxes correspond to the locations of the
examples shown in figure 3.4. Red arrows mark the fault used for testing in the following
sections. Coordinates in UTM Zone 37N.
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3.3 Description of the algorithm648
3.3.1 Aim and strategy649
My aim was to develop an algorithm to extract throw as a proxy for fault displace-650
ment from the 0.5 x 0.5 m2 high-resolution LiDAR DEM. I chose to work on the high651
resolution LiDAR DEM (0.5 x 0.5 m2) without additional filtering or downsampling652
to maintain the high information content of the data set. To achieve this I determine653
foot and hangingwall cutoff along the surface fault trace from equally spaced profiles654
perpendicular to the direction of strike. The footwall cutoff is usually clearly visible655
and relatively easy to determine within the mainly flood basalts. It is a sharp change656
from the almost flat footwall block to the high gradient at the top of the fault scarp.657
The hangingwall cutoff is often obscured by monoclinal flexures, debris and fissures. I658
therefore designed the algorithm to detect the point at which all fault related deforma-659
tion and drag comes to an end.660
661
Deriving precise fault displacement measurements depends on being able to accu-662
rately identify and measure fault length and displacement or throw. Kim and Sanderson663
(2005), Kim et al. (2004), Gupta et al. (1998) argue that damage zones and monoclines664
at fault tips are part of the fault length and that fault drag, which is expressed by665
deflected, monoclinal layers parallel to the fault (e.g. Kearey, 2009), often masks the666
real displacement. Furthermore, if working with surface data the visible fault trace667
does not necessarily correspond to the maximum fault length at depth, nor does the668
visible fault throw. During the development of the algorithm I focused on including669
the fault drag at the hangingwall and attempted to account for monoclines extending670
beyond the visible fault.671
672
3.3.2 Step-by-step description673
The input data for my algorithm are mapped surface fault traces and the 2009 high-674
resolution LiDAR DEM. While I developed the algorithm with fault traces which were675
manually picked on the LiDAR DEM fault traces derived by any method can be used676
as input data. For each of the fault traces the algorithm determines the fault’s overall677
strike by fitting a linear regression curve to the mapped trace. The dip direction is678
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determined by comparing the elevation on either side of the fault trace on 10 equally679
spaced profiles. The cutoffs are then extracted individually for each profile along the680
trace. The number of profiles depends on the chosen spacing. Its influence is demon-681
strated in § 3.4.2.682
After determining the strike and dip direction of the fault, the algorithm extracts to-683
pographic profiles from the LiDAR DEM. The profiles are 600 m long, centred on the684
manually picked fault trace, and approximately perpendicular to strike. Regardless of685
the dip direction of the fault the profiles are extracted from west to east. The basic686
steps of the algorithm are illustrated in Fig. 3.6 which shows a subsection of a profile687
across a fault scarp. The intersection of the manually picked fault trace with the profile688
(MP 1) is marked with a green triangle. The fault breaks almost vertically to the west689
of MP but downward sloping is already visible in the east, commencing at a small fis-690
sure. Beyond the fissure the footwall, is almost level. The subvertical part of the fault691
scarp is joined by a relatively flat monoclinal feature extending westwards for ∼50 m.692
The feature has a throw of ∼10 m.693
The first step is to establish that the profile in fact intersects a fault scarp. This is694
especially important if the input trace is picked at lower resolution, where it is difficult695
to pick the fault extent precisely. I adopted the strict definition that a fault needs to696
have a clear surface break, which shows up as a potentially very small step in the to-697
pography, and a maximum in its first derivative, f ′, the gradient (Fig. 3.6 b). I impose698
a minimum threshold of 1 on the gradient which correlates to a minimum dip of 45◦.699
I chose this low threshold to ensure that the lower angle faults set within the rhyolites700
could be included in the analysis. The low angle is further necessary to reliably identify701
small offsets at the fault tips.702
In many cases monoclines with significant throw (> 1 m) extend beyond the fault trace.703
In an attempt to include this information into my analysis I introduced a second lower704
threshold of 0.5 if the first one is not met. It translates to a 30◦ dip or a throw of 25 cm705
over 50 cm which is close to the accuracy of the LiDAR measurements. Monoclines do706
not have a footwall cutoff, therefore the values derived across them are less reliable.707
708
The faults at the Dabbahu segments are closely spaced and profiles often intersect709
more than one fault scarp. To prevent the selection of a neighbouring structure, the710
1Symbols used in this section are defined in table 3.1
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Abbreviation
MP manual pick
PC possible cutoffs on profile
A and B neighbouring PCs on profile
A = (Ax,Ay); B = (Bx,By)
tmpA tmpA = (tmpAx,tmpAy) temporary holding cell
sm horizontal search margin
fpw horizontal footwall plain width
hpw horizontal hangingwall plain width
vmin minimum significant vertical offset
vmax Maximum tolerated vertical offset
fw maximum tolerated horizontal fissure opening
sd search direction sd=1: westward, sd=2: eastward
Table 3.1: Table of abbreviations and parameters of the algorithm. Capital letter (1-4) refer
to points with x and y position on the profile. Lower italic letters (5-10) refer to adjustable
parameter of either horizontal width or vertical offset. Lower case letter (11) direction variable.
surface break has to be within a pre-defined distance of MP, indicated by the grey box711
in Fig. 3.6 b. I use ±30 m for this search margin.712
713
During manual picking I rely on the ability to assess the entire profile, recognise714
secondary features and discard insignificant changes in order to pick the best cutoffs.715
Here I rely on the gradient to indicate changes along the profile and multiple parame-716
ters to evaluate their significance. In an ideal schematic case (Fig. 3.1 a) the gradient717
is zero except across the fault scarp and the cutoffs are the points just before and just718
after this signal. In real data all of the secondary fault features (§ 3.2) lead to signals719
in the gradient and it is therefore more robust to look for the planes that terminate at720
the fault scarp and extract their endpoints. These planes are the intact portions of the721
footwall and hangingwall. A fault is therefore identified as the entire structure sepa-722
rating the intact portions of the footwall and hangingwall. To be classified as intact, I723
require the plane width (pw) to be at least 30 m.724
To identify the footwall and hangingwall cutoff I first identify potential cutoffs (PC),725
and then determine which of them are the real cutoffs. I determine the PCs by first726
setting all insignificant signals in the gradient, which are mainly caused by long wave-727
length undulations on the surface, to zero, using a threshold of 0.5. I then extract the728
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of the individual processing steps of the algorithm on a example
profile. a) Section of topographic profile extracted from the LiDAR DEM. Green triangle
marks the position of the manual fault pick. b) Gradient of the profile. Marked in red gradient
maxima indicating surface breaks. Grey box indicates the margin in which a surface break has
to be present for the algorithm to proceed. c) Simplified gradient with values below 0.5 set
to 0. Potential cutoffs marked in blue. d) Topographic profile with potential cutoffs and final
hanging- and footwall cutoff in red.
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PCs which are all points (i) for which the following relationship is true. f ′(i) = 0 and729
f ′(i − 1) 6= 0 or f ′(i + 1) 6= 0 (Fig. 3.6c, blue marker), where f ′(i) is the gradient at730
the ith stored height value in the profile.731
732
Once the PCs are established, footwall and hangingwall cutoffs are determined733
(Fig. 3.6d, red marker). I first extract the footwall cutoff using the steps summarised734
in the flowchart in figure 3.7. The algorithm starts at MP and selects the first two PCs735
west (sd = 1) of it (A and B). At the first checkpoint, I check if the horizontal distance736
between A and B is equal or greater then the required plane width (pw) of 30 m. If737
this is not the case I assess the elevation difference between A and B. From this several738
scenarios can be distinguished.739
1. If the elevation drop is at least 0.5 m (vmin), B is either on the fault scarp or in740
an open fissure.741
(a) By definition a fissure only opens horizontally but has no vertical offset. I742
defined that B is positioned in a fissure if there is a point (P) within 40 m743
(fissure width, fw) of A that is at least at the same height as A. In that744
case I set A = B and initiate the next run by selecting the next PC in the745
search direction.746
(b) If no such point, P, can be found, B is positioned on the fault scarp and the747
search in this direction is terminated.748
i. If sd = 1, A is used as the starting point for the eastward search (sd = 2).749
This second round is necessary to assure the correct identification of the750
footwall cutoff for faults dipping towards the west and the east as well751
as allow for the case that the MP was picked on the fault scarp.752
ii. If sd = 2, A is the footwall cutoff.753
2. If the elevation rise is larger than 0.5 m A and B are situated on the fault scarp.754
The cutoff has not yet been found. B becomes A(A = B) and the next pass755
through the loop is initiated. B is the next PC in the search direction of A.756
3. If the elevation changes by less than 0.5 m up or down the situation is undeter-757
mined and I use the temporary variable tmpA to resolve it.758
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(a) If tmpA is empty, A is stored in tmpA for potential later analysis (tmpA =759
A). I then set A = B and start the next pass.760
(b) If tmpA already exists, I test if the distance between tmpA and B is ≤ pw.761
i. If | Bx − tmpAx |≥ pw and sd = 1, tmpA becomes the starting point762
(A = tmpA) for the search in easterly direction (sd = 2). The variable763
tmpA is cleared.764
• If the algorithm is already searching eastwards (sd = 2) tmpA, is765
the footwall cutoff.766
ii. If | Bx − tmpAx |< pw it sets A = B and starts the next pass. tmpA is767
kept.768
If the distance between A and B is equal or larger than pw, the algorithm has found the769
plane on top of the footwall. In the case tmpA was previously assigned A and sd = 1770
I terminate the search in westward direction and initiate the eastward search (sd = 2).771
If sd = 2 A is the footwall cutoff.772
773
Once the footwall cutoff is detected I use a similar strategy to search for the hang-774
ingwall cutoff (Fig. 3.8). A, B and tmpA are cleared. I start at the footwall cutoff (A)775
and select the first PC in the down dip direction (B). For the unlikely case that the776
hangingwall cutoff is not found before the algorithm reaches the last PC on the profile777
I include a failsafe: If A is the last PC on the profile the algorithm checks if tmpA778
exists and select either A or tmpA as hangingwall cutoff.779
Usually, B exists and the algorithm analyses the vertical offset between the two points.780
1. If B drops by at least 0.5 m, B is usually positioned on the fault scarp in which781
case A = B and the next pass through the loop is initiated. tmpA is cleared782
2. If B rises by more than 5 m (vmax) the algorithm checks if the rise is due to an783
open fissure at the hangingwall. Generally these features are horizontally close to784
the footwall cutoff, hence the algorithm checks if the rise is within the predefined785
distance from the footwall. I again use 40 m for the fissure width defined for the786
footwall cutoff.787
(a) If the fissure criteria are met A = B and the next pass commences.788
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(b) If it is not a fissure the hangingwall cutoff is A. The most common case789
for this scenario is a relatively narrow graben where the cutoff has to be790
determined in the absence of a distinct plane.791
3. If none of the first two cases are applicable the algorithm calculates the horizontal792
distance between A and B.793
(a) If | Bx−Ax |≥ pw, A is the hangingwall cutoff.794
(b) If | Bx −Ax |< pw, it is unclear.795
i. If tmpA is empty it set tmp = A and A = B and starts the next pass.796
ii. If tmpA exists the algorithm looks at the vertical offset between A and797
tmpA.798
• If it drops by at least 0.5 m the next pass through the loop is initiated799
with A = B. tmpA is cleared.800
• If it rises by more than 5 m it again checks for the presence of a801
fissure. If the algorithm identifies a fissure it initiates the next pass802
with A = B. tmpA is kept. If it is not a fissure the hangingwall803
cutoff is the lowest PC of the three (A, B and tmpA).804
• If none of the first two cases are applicable the algorithm calculates805
the horizontal distance between A and B.806
If | Bx − Ax |≥ pw, the hangingwall is the lowest PC of the three807
(A, B and tmpA). If | Bx − Ax |< pw, another pass through the808
loop is started with A = B. tmpA is kept.809
810
After the cutoffs have been determined I calculate the throw, which is the elevation811
difference between the footwall cutoff and the hangingwall cutoff. The results of my812
algorithm are stored in an ascii file containing throw, and x, y, z-position of both813
cutoffs. The algorithm also generates 3-D line plots for each fault showing the profiles,814
the manual picked fault trace and the cutoffs for a visual quality control. I show a 3-D815
line plot in § 3.4.1 figure 3.16.816
3.3.3 Curve fitting817
The fault structures at the Dabbahu rift segment and their secondary features are818
very complex and detection errors are inevitable. In order to better assess the shape819
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Figure 3.7: Flowchart of the steps taken by the algorithm to determine the footwall cutoff.
The algorithm starts at the manual pick of the fault trace. It assesses horizontal and vertical
offset of neighbouring PCs until the footwall cutoff is found.
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Figure 3.8: Flowchart of the steps taken by the algorithm to determine the hangingwall cutoff.
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of the d − L curves I apply a robust local regression (rloess) to the d − L curves820
which is insensitive to outliers. The rloess method was first introduced by Cleveland821
(1979). It is developed on the assumption that any small data subsets can be fitted822
with 2nd order polynomials (f(x) = ax2 + bx + c) but, in contrast to other regression823
methods makes no assumption on the overall shape of the data set. The size of the824
data subset can be adjusted according to the data set. For each point x, where x is the825
distance along the fault, the method determines the best fitting regression curve for the826
data subset centring on point x. Rloess finds the best regression parameter through an827
iterative process. After each successful iteration it applies a tri-cube weighting function828
T (equ. 3.1, fig 3.9 red), which enhances the influence of points vertically closer to the829
model.830
T (x) = (1− |t(x)0 − t(x)m|3)3 for |t(x)0 − t(x)m| < 1831
T (x) = 0 for |t(x)0 − t(x)m| ≥ 1 (3.1)832
were t(x)0 is the measured throw at point x and t(x)m is the modelled throw at point833
x.834
This is the standard local regression method after which the rms (root mean square)835
for each point is calculated. To remove outliers the robust version applies a bi-square836
weighting function B (eq. 3.2, fig 3.9 blue) to the rms of the best fitting curve.837
B(x) = (1− |t(x)0 − t(x)m|2)2 for |t(x)0 − t(x)m| < 1838
B(x) = 0 for |t(x)0 − t(x)m| ≥ 1 (3.2)839
Bi-square weighting sets large rms values to 0 which will then not be included in the840
final iteration.841
My standard settings are 10 points per data subset which correlates to 200 m with 20 m842
profile spacing. The rloess method works best on large data sets I therefore decided843
to decrease the profile spacing to 5 m if fewer than 50 points are available.844
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Figure 3.9: Tri-cube (red), bi-square (blue) weighting function.
3.4 Optimising the parameters for the Dabbahu rift seg-845
ment846
3.4.1 Parameters affecting the quality of the cutoffs847
The quality of the cutoffs and thereby the accuracy of the throw, is dependent on848
the values chosen for the six parameters (sm, fpw, hpw, vmin, vmax, fw, Table 3.2).849
Each of the parameters influences the results to different degrees. To illustrate this, I850
handpicked the hangingwall and footwall cutoffs for 80 profiles along a fault structure,851
chosen because it exhibits a large range of different features, and compare them to the852
cutoffs retrieved by the algorithm for a range of different parameter values. The chosen853
fault structure is marked in Fig. 3.10. The main structure is set within closely-spaced854
neighbouring faults. The smaller, NNW-oriented structure turns into a monocline855
towards the north of the image (1). Just south of the small crater it links with a larger856
NNE trending fault (2). At its southern end of the image a small graben structure857
is visible at the hangingwall (3). Along both fault scarps fissures of varying depth,858
terraces and monoclines are present (4).859
Below I describe each of the 6 parameters. I test how each of the parameters affects860
the quality of the cutoffs and which values lead to the best results.861
• Search margin (sm) and footwall plain width (fpw):862
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Figure 3.10: Example test fault featuring a variety of common fault features. 1. Fault tapering
into a monocline, 2. Linkage zone, 3. Graben at hangingwall, 4. Small fissures, monoclinal
flexure, terraces.
The main parameters influencing the footwall cutoff are search margin, plain863
width and the position of the manual pick. The majority of the fault traces are864
picked on the top of the footwall but they are sometimes placed on the fault scarp.865
To illustrate that the algorithm is designed to deal with both scenarios I used the866
original fault trace picked above the fault scarp and shifted it westwards so that867
the trace was positioned on the fault scarp. I then carried out the following868
tests using the trace picked above the scarp and the trace placed on the scarp as869
input. To test the influence of sm and fpw I applied my algorithm to the test870
fault varying the search margin at 10 m intervals between 10 to 100 m and the871
footwall plain width between 10 to 50 m also at 10 m intervals. Figure 3.11 shows872
the misfit between the measured and handpicked hangingwall cutoff for each of873
the 80 profiles and each of the 50 parameter combinations as individual points874
(4000 measurements) for both input traces (Left: above scarp, right: on scarp).875
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Regardless of parameter combination the footwall cutoff is well extracted with876
77%, if the trace is position above the scarp, and 72%, if the trace is placed on877
the scarp, of the measurements being within ±1 m vertically from the handpicked878
footwall cutoff. The horizontal misfit is larger with 60% of the measurements879
being within ±5 m from the handpicked cutoffs. The figure also shows that if the880
trace is picked on the fault scarp larger outliers in both vertical and horizontal881
direction are likely to occur if the parameter values are not well chosen.882
I then calculated the mean misfit between the measured footwall cutoff and the883
handpicked footwall cutoff from the 80 profiles for each parameter combination.884
The mean vertical (top) and horizontal (bottom) misfit are presented in figure 3.12885
by colour-coded dots (left: trace above scarp, right: trace on scarp). It reiterates886
that if the fault trace is picked on the footwall the vertical cutoff is within 1 m887
of the handpicked cutoff. The average offset increases slightly if picked on the888
scarp and the effect of the parameter is more apparent. The horizontal offset889
increases with increasing parameter values. I chose 30 m for both parameters. A890
20 m search margin would slightly improve the horizontal offset but has no effect891
on the vertical component. The slightly larger search margin allows me to deal892
with larger picking errors during the manual picking process, which I believe to893
be more important.894
• Hangingwall plain width (hpw) and maximum tolerated vertical offset (vmax):895
The hangingwall cutoff is mainly controlled by the plain width hpw and the896
maximum tolerated vertical offset vmax. Again I derived the hangingwall offset897
for a range of hpw and vmax values and compared them to the manually picked898
offsets of the 80 profiles. hpw ranges from 5 to 50 m at 5 m intervals and vmax899
ranges from 1 to 10 m at 1 m intervals. In figure 3.13 top I show the misfit between900
the measured and handpicked hangingwall cutoff for each of the 80 profiles and901
each of the parameter combinations as individual points. The majority (57%) of902
the derived hangingwall cutoffs are within ±1 m vertical of the handpicked cutoff.903
The horizontal misfit is distributed over a larger range, up to -167 m. 42% of the904
derived cutoffs are within ±5 m of the handpicked one. The figure 3.13 shows905
that a poor choice of parameters is more likely to cause the hangingwall cutoff906
to be extracted too close to the fault scarp, which leads to an underestimation907
of the derived throw. The mean misfit determined from the 80 profiles for each908
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Figure 3.11: Distribution of vertical and horizontal differences between footwall cutoffs ex-
tracted by the algorithm for different parameter settings and the manually picked footwall
cutoffs. 4000 measurements for 50 parameter combinations and 80 profiles. Left: Fault trace
picked above fault scarp, right: Fault trace picked on fault scarp. Parameter settings: sm
ranges from 10 to 100 m and pw ranges from 10 to 50 m both at 10 m intervals.
parameter combination is presented in Fig. 3.13 bottom. It shows that the vertical909
and horizontal misfit is mainly dependent on hpw and reduces with increasing910
values up to hpw=30 m. No significant reduction of the misfit is achieved by911
increasing hpw further. The influence of vmax is small but the misfit in both912
directions increases slightly for values above 5 m. For the faults at the Dabbahu913
rift segment I have chosen hpw = 30 m and vmax = 5 m.914
915
• Minimum significant vertical offset (vmin):916
vmin influences both the hanging and footwall cutoffs and helps to determine the917
end of a plain. Keeping the other parameters fixed at their best values (table 3.2)918
I varied vmin between 0.2 and 1 m at 0.1 m intervals. Figure 3.14 shows the919
mean vertical (left) and horizontal (right) misfit for both foot- and hangingwall920
cutoff derived from the 80 profiles. The mean misfit for the footwall cutoff is921
larger for values below 0.4 m but shows very little variation for values between922
0.4 m and 1 m for both the vertical and horizontal component. The hangingwall923
cutoff exhibits a minimum misfit at 0.4 and 0.5 m for both components. I chose924
0.5 m, which means that if the vertical offset between two PCs is less than 0.5 m925
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Figure 3.12: Influence of search margin and plain width on footwall cutoff quality. Each
point shows the average offset of the calculated footwall cutoffs, per parameter setting, from
the manually picked footwall cutoffs. Top row: vertical offset, bottom row: horizontal offset.
Left: Trace picked on footwall, right: trace picked on fault scarp.
the section between them is considered flat. PCs are separated by at least one926
pixel, which translates to a maximum slope dip of 26◦ between the two points.927
PCs are usually separated by more than one pixel, relating to smaller slope angle.928
929
• Fissure width fw:930
Both footwall and hangingwall cutoff are affected to a small degree by the fissure931
width fw. The sole function of fw is to allow the detection of fissures at the hang-932
ing and footwall cutoff and prevent the algorithm from prematurely terminating933
its search. To demonstrate this I applied the algorithm to the test fault and only934
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Figure 3.13: Influence of parameter settings on hangingwall cutoff. Top: Distribution of
vertical and horizontal misfit between algorithm derived and handpicked hangingwall cutoff for
80 profiles and 100 parameter combinations of hpw and vmax. hpw ranges from 5 to 50 m at
5 m intervals and vmax ranges from 1 to 10 m at 1 m intervals. Bottom: Mean misfit collected
for each parameter combination. Left vertical offset, right: horizontal offset
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Figure 3.14: Influence of the minimum vertical offset (vmin) on the quality of the foot- and
hangingwall cutoff. The minimum vertical offset (vmin) is plotted vs. the mean misfit between
the algorithm derived and the handpicked cutoffs for 80 profiles. Left: mean vertical misfit,
right: mean horizontal misfit. Blue: footwall cutoff, red: hangingwall cutoff.
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varied fw from 0 to 100 m at 5 m intervals. The other parameters are set to their935
optimised values listed in table 3.2. Figure 3.15 shows the mean vertical (left)936
and horizontal (right) misfit vs. fissure width for both the footwall cutoff (blue)937
and the hangingwall cutoff (red). It illustrates that the footwall cutoff is hardly938
affected by fw. The influence on the hangingwall cutoff is more pronounced. If939
fw is smaller than 20 m or larger than 60 m the mean vertical and horizontal940
misfit increase significantly by ∼1 m and 3 m respectively. The minimum mean941
misfit is achieved with a fw between 20 m and 60 m. I chose 40 m. Real fissures942
are not usually that wide but fissure-like features at the hangingwall can extend943
over 10s of meters.
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Figure 3.15: Influence of the fissure width on the quality of the foot- and hangingwall cutoff.
The fissure width is plotted vs the mean misfit between the algorithm derived and the hand-
picked cutoffs for 80 profiles. Left: mean vertical misfit, right: mean horizontal misfit. Blue:
footwall cutoff, red: hangingwall cutoff.
944
Parameter Abbreviation Value
Search margin sm 30 m
Footwall plain width fpw 30 m
Hangingwall plain width hpw 30 m
Minimum significant vertical offset vmin -0.5 m
Maximum tolerated vertical offset vmax 5 m
Maximum tolerated fissure opening fw 40 m
Table 3.2: Chosen algorithm parameters optimised for the normal faults at the Dabbahu rift
segment.
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Figure 3.16 shows the results derived with the chosen parameter (Table 3.2). Line945
plots like this one are routinely produced by my algorithm to allow a visual quality946
control if desired. The lines show the individual profiles. On the bottom the manual947
picks for hanging and footwall cutoff are marked in yellow and pink respectively. The948
middle and top plot are distinguished by the location of the manually picked fault949
trace. In the middle image the trace (green) was positioned on the fault scarp and950
in the top image the trace (green) is picked on the footwall. Extracted hanging and951
footwall cutoffs are marked in blue and red respectively. The cutoffs derived from the952
two differently positioned fault traces are very similar with only small changes in the953
location of the footwall cutoff. They are also very similar to the manually picked cutoffs.954
The line plot also shows that the algorithm coped well with the small fissures along the955
footwall cutoff and the monoclines and small graben structure along the hangingwall956
cutoff. Figure 3.17 shows the difference between the handpicked fault and the results957
derived from my algorithm in terms of the d−L plot. All three curves are very similar.958
The most significant variation occurs at the peak where the d− L shape derived from959
the trace positioned on the fault scarp drops below the other two curves. The mean960
variation in throw between the handpicked values and those derived from the fault trace961
positioned above the fault scarp is -0.25 with std of 5.18 m and -0.88 with std of 5.42 m962
for those derived for the fault trace placed on the fault scarp. The mean variation of963
throw between the two algorithm derived measurements is 0.78 with std of 2.91 m.964
3.4.2 Factors affecting the d− L shape965
In this section I show how the d − L shape of a fault at the Dabbahu rift segment is966
influenced by the quality of the input fault trace and the spacing of the profiles and967
discuss the necessary constraints to ensure a stable performance of my algorithm. I968
also discuss the error estimation.969
970
• Mapped fault trace:971
The first test is to determine the necessary fault mapping resolution. The map-972
ping resolution is the resolution at which the fault trace is mapped and has to be973
distinguished from the high-resolution 0.5 x 0.5 m2 LiDAR DEM from which the974
algorithm always determines the throw of the fault. Fig. 3.18 shows the effects975
of the fault mapping resolution on the resulting d − L pattern. The structure,976
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Figure 3.17: Comparison between handpicked and algorithm derived d− L profiles. Bottom
panel d − L profile derived from handpicked values (grey circles) and algorithm derived. Red
squares show values derived for a fault trace picked above the fault scarp. Blue diamonds mark
values derived for a fault trace placed on the fault scarp. Red and blue line show the corre-
sponding rloess fitted curves. Top row presents histogram of throw offset between handpicked
and above the scarp values (left), between handpicked and on the scarp values (middle) and
the difference between the two algorithm derived measurements (right).
which is marked on the map in the top far left panel of figure 3.18, was manually977
traced by D. Paton on DEMs with 20 x 20 m2, 5 x 5 m2 and 0.5 x 0.5 m2 pixel978
size. I asked D. Paton to perform the fault picking to avoid my personal bias on979
the results. I generated the lower resolution DEMs from the 0.5 x 0.5 m2 LiDAR980
DEM using simple boxcar averaging in ERDAS ERMapper. My algorithm’s stan-981
dard line plots in the top row show cross profiles at 20 m interval extracted from982
the 0.5 x 0.5 m2 DEM with the manual picks marked in yellow and foot- and983
hangingwall cutoffs in red and blue respectively.984
At 20 x 20 m2 grid resolution (Fig. 3.18 top row, panel 2) the offset between985
manual and actual picks are too large in many places, which results in the986
displacement-length profile being incomplete (bottom far left). This is due to987
the settings of the algorithm, which are optimised for the closely spaced faulting988
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in the Dabbahu segment. The setting demands the footwall cutoff to be within989
± 30 m of the manual pick to prevent accidental shifting onto a neighbouring990
structure. In the case of the 20 x 20 m2 resolution DEM a picking error of one991
pixel is therefore sufficient for the fault structure not to be detected. At 5 x 5 m2992
grid resolution foot- and hangingwall are continuously picked and a comparison993
between its d− L profile and the profile derived from the 0.5 x 0.5 m2 pixel size994
grid shows only small differences. The vertical difference between the two curves995
is 0.9±0.8 m. The largest differences of ∼4.5 m are located close to the maxi-996
mum of the curve. This shows that it is sufficient to map fault traces on a lower997
resolution DEM of 5 x 5 m2 pixel size, which improves the manageability of the998
large data set during manual fault mapping.999
1000
• Horizontal spacing between manual picks along the fault trace: The 2nd test fo-1001
cuses on the horizontal spacing between the manual picks along the fault trace.1002
The algorithm extrapolates linearly between two points forming a continuous1003
polyline along the entire fault trace. The intersection between this polyline and1004
a cross profile determines the initial point (MP) from which the search for the1005
footwall cutoff begins. If the spacing between the picks is too large the polyline1006
will deviate too far from the real fault trace, preventing the algorithm from de-1007
tecting the fault. To find the maximum spacing I used the manual picks which1008
had been picked at pixel level on the 5 x 5 m2 DEM and reduced the number1009
of picks to one pick per 10 m, 50 m, 100 m, 500 m and 1000 m. After running1010
my algorithm with each of these point sets as input, I calculated the difference1011
between their displacement-length profile and the reference profile with 5 m pick1012
spacing. Fig. 3.19 shows the results of this analysis. It is apparent that there is1013
little difference between the curves up to 100 m pick spacing. At larger spacings1014
(500 m and 1000 m) the polyline deviates too far from the actual fault trace1015
and the fault scarp can no longer be detected with the parameters chosen for the1016
Dabbahu rift segment. The bottom plot shows this more clearly with the misfit1017
in relation to the reference 5 m spacing curve increasing from on average 0.6 m1018
to ∼10 m and 3000 m for spacings of 500 m and 1000 m respectively. It should1019
therefore be sufficient to pick the fault trace roughly every 100 m.1020
1021
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Figure 3.18: Comparison between d − L shapes derived from fault traces picked at different
DEM resolutions. Test fault structure marked on DEM (top left panel). On the line plots in
the top row the manual fault trace is marked in yellow, hangingwall cutoffs in blue and footwall
cutoffs in red. The fault was traced at 20 m, 5 m and 0.5 m resolution (left to right). Bottom
row shows the corresponding d − L curves. Circles mark the derived throw, line shows the
rloess fitted curve of the measurements.
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Figure 3.19: Influence of horizontal spacing between manual picks along the fault trace on
the d− L shape. Top panel: Throw vs. fault length colour and symbol coded for the different
pick spacings including fitted rloess curves. Bottom panel: Difference between reference d−L
profile (5 m) and d− L shapes for larger pick spacing (10, 50, 100, 500, 1000 m).
• Profile spacing:1022
Fig. 3.20 illustrates the influence of the spacing between profiles used to pick1023
cutoffs on the shape of the d− L curve. The rloess curve (red) is calculated for1024
200 m windows. At the extreme case of sampling every 1 m small undulations1025
in the surface of foot and hanging wall are picked up, which are no major con-1026
cern for my study. Sampling at 5 m interval reduces this ‘noise’ level but most1027
actual small scale features are still captured. 20 m spacing appears to be the1028
limit at which smaller scale segmentation is reliably picked up. At 50 m spacing1029
segmentation is blurred but the main shape is still visible. At a 100 m spacing1030
the shape starts transforming into the shape classically expected for individual1031
faults and at 500 m spacing only a very basic, almost elliptical shape is visible.1032
Not only does the shape lose its detail with increasing measurement spacing but1033
also the maximum value decreases as measurements are taken away from the1034
maximum value. The density of measurement taken along a fault scarp therefore1035
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has a large influence on the shape and on the ratio between maximum throw1036
and fault length (dmax/L). As a default I run the algorithm with 20 m profile1037
spacing with a smoothing window for the rloess curve fitting of 10 points (200 m).1038
1039
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Figure 3.20: Comparison of the influence of the profile spacing on d − L shape. Each panel
shows the d−L pattern of the same fault measured with different profile spacing. Left column
top to bottom: 1 m, 5 m and 20 m profile spacing. Right column top to bottom: 50 m, 100 m
and 500 m profile spacing. Black crosses: measurements, red line: rloess fitted curve calculated
with 200 m window size.
1040
• Error estimation:1041
I also attempted to estimate the error of the derived d − L profile. I assess to1042
what extent the d−L shape is affected by the position of the profiles. I extracted1043
20 d−L shapes with 20 m profile spacing, for the same fault by moving the first1044
profile one metre further along the trace. The result is shown in figure. 3.21.1045
Individual d−L curves and corresponding measurements are plotted in the same1046
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colour (Fig. 3.21 top). Visually all 20 shapes are very similar. To estimate the1047
error I calculated the mean fit curve from all rloess fitted curves (Fig. 3.21 bottom1048
panel black line) and calculated the standard deviation (std) between the curves1049
for each point of the profile (red). The histogram inset shows the distribution of1050
the std with a mean std of 0.8±0.3 m which is the same as uncertainties observed1051
during field measurements (Dawers and Anders, 1995).1052
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Figure 3.21: Illustration of the influence of profile position on the d−L shape. 20 d−L shapes
derived for one fault with 20 m profile spacing. The position of the first profile is shifted by 1 m
along strike of the fault trace for each d− L shape. Top: Each d− l shape is colour-coded and
represented by its measurements (stars) and its rloess curve. Bottom: Envelope of all rloess
curves in grey. Mean d − L shape in black, standard deviation of all curves for each point in
red. Inset: Histogram of the standard deviation.
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3.4.3 Algorithm vs. differential GPS1054
During the field campaign for the second LiDAR acquisition I was able to survey one1055
fault using differential GPS (dGPS). The centre of the rift is inaccessible without heli-1056
copter or camel support, but one of the few accessible fault structures is located just1057
outside of the regional capital Semera (Fig. 3.22). It strikes at 143◦ and is ∼ 2.5 km1058
long with a maximum throw of ∼ 26 m. At its north-westerly end it is cut by the main1059
road connecting Ethiopia with the ports of Djibouti. A selection of photographs are1060
shown in Fig. 3.23.1061
As expected, the footwall cutoff along the majority of the fault can easily be identified1062
and I took measurements as close to the scarp as safely possible (Fig. 3.23 B) . In some1063
parts a secondary small fissure runs parallel to the footwall cutoff. The hangingwall1064
is obscured along the majority of the structure by monoclines and debris (Fig. 3.23 C1065
and E). Two large monoclines are particularly complex with multiple fissures and ter-1066
races (Fig. 3.24). In addition a considerable amount of sand,silt and sediments have1067
accumulated on the hangingwall further obscuring the cutoff.1068
I decided to measure the hangingwall cutoff as close as possible to the visible end of1069
the fault scarp features (monoclines, debris etc) where the hangingwall visually turned1070
into a plane (Fig. 3.23 F). Measurements are taken roughly every 20 m along half of the1071
fault structure. Figure 3.25 shows a comparison between the measurements obtained1072
using the dGPS (blue circles) and the cutoffs derived by my algorithm (red squares)1073
from the 0.5 x 0.5 m2 LiDAR DEM. dGPS measurements are vertically corrected for1074
a static offset of 6 m. For the comparison I projected the dGPS measurements and1075
derived cutoffs, spaced every 5 m, onto a profile parallel to strike (Fig. 3.25, grey line)1076
and used only the closest point along strike for each dGPS point for the calculation.1077
Comparing the footwall cutoffs shows very close correlation between the two types of1078
measurement with an average discrepancy of -1 ± 2 m vertically and 2 ± 6 m horizon-1079
tally. The vertical misfit compares well to uncertainties of ± 1 m reported for throw1080
measurements from field studies (e.g. Dawers and Anders, 1995). The horizontal misfit1081
is primarily due to the dGPS measurements being taken slightly to the west of the1082
real cutoff for safety reasons. Results for the hangingwall show a similar match for1083
the vertical measurement with differences of 1.5 ± 2 m. dGPS measurements appear1084
systematically picked above the algorithm values and a significantly larger discrepancy1085
for the horizontal component (94 ± 62 m) is observed. This difference is caused by the1086
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slope of the hangingwall. In the field the hangingwall appeared to be flat, but the cross1087
profiles show a gentle downward slope likely related to the influx of sediments which1088
causes the wide offset.1089
1090
A
N
E
C/D
B
F
Figure 3.22: Birdseye view of the Semera fault created with Geovisonary from the LiDAR
DEM and aerial photographs. Semera is visible towards the West in the background. The fault
is ∼ 2.5 km long and gets intersected by the main road in the NW (top right). The hangingwall
is widely covered with sediments which can be identified by their light colour. Letters on the
image correlate to the photographs shown in Fig. 3.23. The yellow arrow indicates the viewing
direction of photo A. A close-up of the area within the black box is shown in Fig. 3.24.
Figure 3.23 (facing page): Photographs of the Semera fault. Location of photographs are
indicated on Fig. 3.22. A: View along the fault looking NW; B: Measuring the footwall cutoff
next to a small fissure on the footwall; C: View of the large monocline structure in NE direction;
D: Look into the large monocline structure; E: Side on view of monocline structure. Yellow
ovals mark the position of our guard for reference; F: Measurement of hangingwall cutoff at
bottom of a monocline.
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Figure 3.24: Close-up image of large complex monoclinal flexure at the Semera fault (black
box in fig 3.22. The Image shows the LiDAR DEM draped with the aerial photos acquired
during the survey. The figure is produced with Geovisionary R©. The monoclinal structures are
up to ∼ 35 m wide. It appears as if complex structures are formed as the monoclinal feature
detaches from the fault scarp creating fissures of different width which are partly filled with
sediments and large debris.
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Figure 3.25: Comparison between dGPS measurements (blue circles) and values extracted by
the algorithm (red squares). Footwall cutoffs (fw) marked by open symbols, hangingwall cutoffs
(hw) marked by filled symbols. Measurements along the monocline fault tip are marked by
smaller symbols. Top panel: Map view of the cutoff positions; corners: histogram of discrepancy
between dGPS measurements and values derived by the algorithm for footwall (white) and
hangingwall cutoff (grey); top right corner horizontal difference; bottom left corner: vertical
difference. Bottom panel: Side view along fault strike of cutoff positions. Measurements of the
footwall cutoff show a small vertical and horizontal discrepancies of -1 ± 2 m and 2 ± 6 m
respectively. Larger offset are visible for the hangingwall cutoff with 1.5 ± 2 m vertical and
94 ± 62 m horizontal.
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3.5 Limitations1091
Here I discuss some general limitations of my algorithm.1092
1093
• Fault linkage zones:1094
Fault linkage zones pose a challenge to my algorithm in particular if the linkage1095
process is advanced. If the fault tips are horizontally separated by less than 30 m1096
my algorithm will not necessarily be able to separate the structures. It is there-1097
fore still essential that the linkage zone is visually inspected in the DEM to assess1098
the stage of linking.1099
1100
• Small throw vs. large throw:1101
When assessing the quality of the derived picks the size of the fault structure has1102
to be considered. The larger and longer the segment is the more reliable are the1103
derived cutoffs. This is due to a number of factors. The more developed the fault1104
is, the clearer are the real cutoffs and therefore the likelihood for my algorithm1105
to detect the correct cutoffs is improved. Also the longer the fault is the more1106
measurements exist which improves the quality of the rloess fit. Furthermore1107
while the absolute error should not change between small and large faults, small1108
errors have a much greater effect on smaller faults.1109
1110
• Further errors:1111
Further factors contributing to errors in my analysis are: errors in the LiDAR1112
DEM, faulty cutoffs derived by the algorithm and errors introduced through the1113
rloess curve fitting. Apart from these technical errors, my decision to extract the1114
hangingwall cutoff at the end of the deformation zone may also introduce errors.1115
The width of the deformed area at the hangingwall can vary from a few meters up1116
to 200 m in a few cases. Bookshelf faulting is common at the Dabbahu segment1117
(§ 4). and I observed block rotations of approximately 1-10◦ (Fig. 3.26), which1118
may cause an underestimation of throw by a few meters as the hangingwall cutoff1119
is picked on the upward slope of the tilted block. Theoretically it is possible to fit1120
a plane along the hangingwall block and extrapolate it to the fault scarp, to derive1121
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the more true hangingwall cutoff. I did attempt this and found it introduced more1122
problems than it solved for the Dabbahu rift segment. As mentioned previously1123
the normal faults at the Dabbahu segment exhibit a high degree of interaction and1124
are very densely spaced. For the results to be more accurate it would therefore be1125
necessary to first determine the precise area through which a plane could be fitted,1126
which would requires that all the fault structures and their secondary features in1127
the area are identified.1128
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Figure 3.26: Topographic profile, at the centre of the Ado’Ale volcanic complex, showing
bookshelf faulting with rotated fault blocks.
3.6 Summary1129
In this chapter I have presented my algorithm to extract throw along fault traces from1130
high-resolution LiDAR data. The derived throw values are of similar quality to those1131
mapped in the field or manually picked on the LiDAR DEM. My algorithm follows1132
strict criteria to identify the fault cutoffs and throw and therefore reduces the subjec-1133
tivity during the fault analysis. It is further independent of specialist software and can1134
be applied to any size data set. In addition to the surface data it only requires a set of1135
fault traces.1136
For the faults at the Dabbahu rift segment the traces can be roughly mapped every1137
100 m on a lower resolution 5 x 5 m2 DEM or derived by other methods as long as1138
they are within the constraints discussed in § 3.4.2. My algorithm can be adjusted by1139
6 parameters (Table 3.3 1-6) which affect the quality of the individual throw measure-1140
ments (§ 3.4.1), and 2 further parameters (Table 3.3 7-8) that influence the resolution1141
of the d − L shape (§ 3.4.2). The values shown here provide the best results for the1142
steep normal faults at the Dabbahu rift segment.1143
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1144
Search margin sm 30 m
Footwall plain width fpw 30 m
Hangingwall plain width hpw 30 m
Minimum significant vertical offset vmin -0.5 m
Maximum tolerated vertical offset vmax 5 m
Maximum tolerated fissure opening fw 40 m
Profile spacing 20 m and 5 m
rloess window size 10 points
Table 3.3: Best algorithm parameters for the Dabbahu rift segment.
My algorithm forms the basis of the quantitative analysis of my thesis. I apply1145
the algorithm to the entire fault population of the Dabbahu rift segment in § 4. The1146
algorithm is easily adjustable to other data sets and I am therefore able to apply it1147
to the deformation data derived from InSAR and the two LiDAR data sets in § 5 and1148
extract measurements of fresh throw related to dyke intrusions.1149
Chapter 41150
Normal faulting at the Dabbahu1151
rift segment1152
In this chapter I investigate the current state of faulting at the Dabbahu rift segment.1153
I first describe the geomorphology of the Dabbahu rift segment and introduce the fault1154
map which forms the input data set for my algorithm (§ 3), after which I focus on1155
the results of my displacement analysis. In particular I look at the differences in dip1156
direction and throw along the rift segment and examine the linkage zones. In the third1157
part I use the results of my analysis to map the strain across the segment.1158
4.1 Geomorphology of the Dabbahu rift segment1159
The Dabbahu segment (Fig. 4.1) forms, together with the currently inactive Harraro1160
segment, the Manda-Harraro rift zone (Rowland et al., 2007). It is approximately 60 km1161
long and 15 km wide, heavily dissected by normal faults and fissures and contains two1162
active centres of silicic volcanism, Dabbahu and Gab’ho in the north, and the dissected1163
Ado’Ale volcanic complex (AVC) at its centre. My work focuses on the normal faulting1164
that occurs predominantly within the basalts of the rift segment. North of the AVC1165
the segment is orientated in NNW-SSE direction and the narrow axial graben is well1166
defined. Within and to the south of the AVC the rift axis changes to a more NW-SE1167
direction. According to, for example, van Wyk de Vries and Merle (1996) and Lahitte1168
et al. (2003) the considerable topographic load of the edifice could be an important1169
factor in the development of the rift and its faults. Throughout the rest of my thesis I1170
will refer to the region south of Dabbahu and north of the AVC as the northern section1171
and the region within and south of the AVC as the southern section. These are marked1172
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by the grey boxes in figure 4.1.1173
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Figure 4.1: The Dabbahu rift segment, as part of the Manda-Harraro rift zone, with its two
active volcanoes Dabbahu and Gab’ho in the North and the dissected Ado’Ale volcanic complex
in the centre. Grey boxes mark the focus areas of this thesis. Map: 1 arc sec SRTM DEM Farr
et al. (2007).
1174
A geological map of the Dabbahu segment was created by Vye-Brown et al. (2012)1175
and was derived from field work and remote sensing data, including the high-resolution1176
2009 LiDAR DEM and the SPOT 5 DEM (§ 2.1). In figures 4.2 and 4.3 I present1177
the corresponding parts of the geological map for the northern and southern sections,1178
respectively. The basalt flows are coloured according to their relative age. 40Ar/39Ar1179
dating suggest resurfacing of the northern central section within the last 2-30 ka, pro-1180
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gressively older flows are located at increasing distances from the rift axis (200 ka)1181
(Ferguson et al., 2013). In the southern part, the individual basalt flows appear to be1182
wider and cover the full width between the two sides of the edifice.1183
1184
The most recent, very small scale lava flows erupted between 2007-2010 as part1185
of the rifting episode (§ 1.3). The small short-lived basaltic eruptions (hours-days)1186
occurred south of Ado’Ale (Fig. 4.3; Ferguson et al., 2010). The eruptions in August1187
2007 and June 2009 took place at the same location with the later one extending the1188
fissure system of the previous eruption (Fig. 4.3). Using flow thickness measurements1189
Ferguson et al. (2010) estimated the total erupted volume to be 17.4-26.8× 106 m3,1190
covering an area of roughly 4.5 km2. The erupted volume was sufficient to resurface1191
the area, burying all surface fault traces. During the latest dyke intrusion in May 20101192
another small eruption took place within the AVC (Fig. 4.3) lasting ∼6 h (personal1193
communication Talfan Barnie). From the two LiDAR surveys (§ 2.1) I estimated the1194
extruded volume to be 230,000±4,000 m3, which is roughly 100 times smaller than the1195
volume erupted in 2007 and 2009. I will present the details of this calculation in § 5.3.3.1196
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Figure 4.2: Geological map of the northern part of the Dabbahu rift segment after Vye-Brown
et al. (2012) BGS c©NERC including 40Ar/39Ar dates from Ferguson et al. (2013). Basalt flows
are separated by relative age. Location of the figure marked by box N in figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.3: Geological map of the southern part of the Dabbahu rift segment after Vye-Brown
et al. (2012) BGS c©NERC including the most recent eruption sites from 2007, 2009 (Ferguson
et al., 2010) and 2010. Basalt flows are separated by relative age. Location of the figure marked
by box S in figure 4.1.
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4.2 Fault mapping - resolution, accuracy, method1197
The extensive fault line work presented in the geological map (Fig. 4.2 and 4.3) is used1198
as input data for parts of my work and was kindly provided by C. Vye-Brown and the1199
British Geological Survey (BGS). The structures were picked in 3D using the software1200
Geovisionary TM. Picking resolution and accuracy of the traces differ between the area1201
covered by the 2009 LiDAR survey and the area covered only by the SPOT5 DEM.1202
Structures located within the 2009 LiDAR survey were traced on the high-resolution1203
0.5 x 0.5 m2 2009 LiDAR DEM. Structures located outside of the survey area were1204
traced on the 6 x 6 m2 SPOT 5 DEM. The BGS internal report states (personal1205
communication Charlotte Vye-Brown), “The faults and fissures in the centre of the1206
map in the area covered by the LiDAR DEM were captured at a scale of 1:5000 or less1207
and are accurate to this scale. As a result, the tip end of faults, fault ramps, and the1208
next en-echelon fault sections were identified and accurately mapped.” Outside this1209
area structures are mapped at a scale of 1:10000 or less. The broader, weathered faults1210
crossing through the rhyolitic volcanic complexes are also delineated at 1:10000 scale.1211
4.2.1 Influence of data resolution on fault map1212
Comparing the fault data set provided by C. Vye-Brown with a fault data set traced1213
from ∼30 m resolution Large Format Camera (LFC) imagery (Hayward, 1997) illus-1214
trates the tremendous increase in detail provided by the LiDAR DEM. Both fault1215
data sets cover roughly the same area and the total traced fault length is comparable1216
(∼2200 km 3D LiDAR vs. ∼2500 km LFC) but the number of identified fault segments1217
and their length varies greatly. Hayward (1997) identify 1243 fault segments in the1218
Dabbahu rift with an average length of 1.9 km. In contrast C. Vye-Brown traced 37481219
fault segments with an average length of 500 m. It is reasonable to assume that the1220
difference in segment number and average length is, to a large degree, due to the high-1221
resolution of the LiDAR DEM which allows for a better assessment of the stage of fault1222
linkage between segments. To illustrate this I show a small section (4 x 3.5 km) of the1223
2009 LiDAR DEM calculated at 0.5 x 0.5 m2 (Fig. 4.4 left) and 30 x 30 m (right). I1224
created the lower resolution 30 x 30 m DEM by applying the inbuilt boxcar filter of the1225
ERDAS ERMapper software to the high-resolution DEM. The high-resolution LiDAR1226
DEM (left) shows that the fault segments, at each of the three marked linkage zones,1227
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are currently soft linked, which is expressed by the absence of a through-going sur-1228
face trace (Peacock and Sanderson, 1991, Trudgill and Cartwright, 1994). In the lower1229
resolution DEM (right) only the segments of the linkage zone at the far left appear1230
separated. The two remaining linkage zones appear hard linked.1231
1 km
0.5 m 30 m
Figure 4.4: Fault linkage expression at different DEM resolution. Soft linked fault segments
appear hard linked in lower resolution DEM. Left: High-resolution 0.5 x 0.5 m2 2009 LiDAR
DEM; right: 30 x 30 m 2009 LiDAR DEM. Example section is located at the AVC. Location of
the central point of image 12.35N/40.51W. Extent of the image 4 x 3.5 km. Figures are shaded
relief with illumination from NE
4.2.2 2D vs. 3D fault mapping1232
While data resolution is one important factor for accurate fault mapping with the1233
introduction of high-resolution DEMs 2D vs. 3D mapping becomes a factor. K. Sheil1234
(Sheil, 2012) kindly provided me with her fault map which was also derived from the1235
high-resolution LiDAR and SPOT5 DEM. The faults in this map were traced on 2D1236
shaded relief representation of the DEMs. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the differences1237
between the two data sets. Figure 4.5 shows the fault maps of the central rift section1238
(left: 2D data set, right: 3D data set). Overall more structures are mapped in 3D and1239
it seems that structures, which appear to be open fissures (green) on the shaded relief1240
have been identified as faults in 3D. In the 2D data set structures have been identified1241
as monoclines but no differentiation between monoclines and and faults was attempted1242
in 3D. In the 2D data set (Fig. 4.6 left a) only ∼1100 km of fault traces were mapped1243
(excluding fissures and monoclines) compared to ∼2200 km in the 3D data set (Fig. 4.61244
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right a). On average the 2D segments are shorter (∼350 m) than the 3D segments1245
(∼500 m), which may indicate that the correct identification of the fault tips is more1246
challenging on the 2D shaded relief. Another reason for the shorter segments may be1247
that parts of the segments are classified as monoclines.1248
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of differences in fault maps manually picked by experienced structural
geologists. Left: Structures traced on shaded relief 2D LiDAR and SPOT5 DEM. Right: Struc-
tures traced on 3D LiDAR-and SPOT5 DEM. Some of the structures identified as open fissures
(green) from the shaded relief DEM have been identified as faults from the 3D visualisation.
No differentiation between faults and monoclines was attempted in the 3D data set. Fault sets
courtesy of K. Sheil (left) and C. Vye-Brown (right)
4.2.3 Systematic fault analysis1249
I chose to use the 3D fault set as my primary fault map due to its larger coverage and1250
its simpler differentiation into only faults and fissures. Unless otherwise stated I will1251
refer to the 3D data set of Vye-Brown et al. (2012) as the fault data set.1252
The fault data shows a change of fault segment direction (Fig. 4.6,b) at the AVC from1253
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Figure 4.6: Fault data set statistics. Left: mapped on shaded relief 2D, right: mapped in 3D.
a) histogram of fault structure length; b) histogram of fault direction from North; c) cumulative
fault segment length. The data sets are divided into North of the AVC (green) and South of it
(red).
N35◦W in the South (red) to N18◦W in the North (green). The second smaller peak1254
in the North at N5◦E appears to correlate with the direction of the faults and fissures1255
connecting segments across relay ramps. Overall, the fault segment length is slightly1256
larger in the North (green) but their number and hence cumulative length is greater in1257
the South (red) (Fig. 4.6 right c).1258
I applied the automated algorithm I developed in § 3 to each segment in the fault1259
data set to extract throw along each fault, and examine the results of this systematic1260
analysis in the following sections.1261
62% of all fault segments within the LiDAR survey area dip westwards with only 38%1262
dipping towards the East (Fig. 4.7) which is in agreement with previous observations1263
(e.g. Grandin et al., 2009).1264
The dominance of westwards dipping faults (red) is particular striking within the AVC1265
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and to the South of it. The area north of the AVC exhibits fewer faults with no dominant1266
dip direction. Fault spacing appears to be larger at the central part, which is probably1267
the result of the recent resurfacing. Near the Dabbahu volcano fault dip directions1268
alternate more evenly. Figure 4.8 shows topographic profiles from the northern (a),1269
central (b) and southern (c) sections of the rift. It illustrates the transition from horst1270
and graben structures near the Dabbahu volcano (a) (Medynski et al., 2013), across1271
the recent resurfaced section (b) to the AVC’s book-shelf faulting (c).1272
1273
Overall I derived >64,000 throw measurements, at 20 m intervals, finding a maxi-1274
mum throw of 82 m and an average throw of 15 m. Figure 4.9 shows the results of this1275
analysis. The derived throw along each fault segment is represented by colour. The1276
faults outside the LiDAR survey have not been measured and are shown for reference1277
only. The faults with the largest throw are the ones crossing the rhyolitic AVC. The1278
western part of the survey area is dominated by closely spaced (<100 m) faults with1279
average throw of <10 m. At the centre and the East the spacing between the faults is1280
wider (∼500 m) and average throw values are ∼15 m. The mainly westwards dipping1281
book-shelf faults of the southern rift segment exhibit consistently larger throw com-1282
pared to the rest of the segment.1283
1284
Variations of fault length, spacing and throw have been observed at slow spreading1285
rift centres (Shaw, 1992, Shaw and Lin, 1993). Numerical modelling suggests that1286
crustal thickness variation is the key factor responsible for these variations, estimating1287
that reducing the crustal thickness by half could double and triple fault spacing and1288
height, respectively (Shaw and Lin, 1996). Ebinger et al. (1999) link faults with large1289
throw to larger effective elastic thickness.1290
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Figure 4.7: Distribution of fault dip direction. The majority of the fault segments, 62 %, are
west dipping (red) and only 38 % are dipping towards the east (blue). Profiles a,b and c are
shown in figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Different styles of faulting at the Dabbahu rift segment. Top: Profile across
horst and graben structures at the base of Dabbahu volcano, middle: Profile just north of AVC
showing horst and graben structures as well as resurfacing, bottom: Profile across bookshelf
faulting at AVC. Vertical exaggeration of 10. The location of the profiles is shown in figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.9: Fault map colour-coded by throw. Only faults covered by the LiDAR survey
(black outline) have been measured. Faults with the largest throw (> 50 m) are found in the
rhyolites of the AVC. Faults outside the LiDAR coverage are not measured and are shown for
reference only.
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4.3 Fault linkage1291
Close examination of the Dabbahu rift segment shows that virtually all fault segments1292
interact with their neighbours to some degree, forming extensive arrays consisting typi-1293
cally of more than 10 segments. I did not encounter any clearly isolated fault segments.1294
Throughout the rift segment I observed fault linkage zones at varying stages of their1295
development. In Fig. 4.10 I present a selection of fault linkage stages common for the1296
Dabbahu segment. I classified them into stages after Peacock and Sanderson (1991)1297
(§ 1.1). Fig. 4.10 a) shows early onsets of linkage between 2 to 3 small faults. They1298
physically overlap but the ramp is not yet visible (L1). In figure 4.10 b), I show a clas-1299
sic stage 2 linkage zone (L2): The two faults are connected by a smooth intact ramp.1300
The linkage in figure 4.10 c) is at stage 3 (L3): The ramp connecting the two faults is1301
intersected by small fissures and the back structure distinctly curves towards the front1302
but the ramp is not yet breached. A large number of faults are currently undergoing1303
stage 3 linkage. I show a fully breached ramp indicative for stage 4 linkage (L4a) in1304
figure 4.10 d): The two faults have formed one through-going fault scarp along the back1305
of the ramp. The remnants of the breached ramp are still clearly visible at the hanging1306
wall. The example in figure 4.10 e) illustrates the specific case of stage 4 linkage (L4b)1307
where ramp at the hanging wall has been covered by a recent lava flow and only the1308
bend in the fault trace and the small remaining fault tip on the foot wall reveal the1309
former linkage zone. I identified both upper-ramp and lower-ramp breached ramps (§ 1).1310
1311
In addition to this regular style of linkage I observed large divergent Y-shaped link-1312
age zones where the main fault splits into two splay faults of similar length but different1313
amounts of throw. It appears as if these features are a result of lower-ramp breached1314
linkage zones where the fault tip of the rear fault remains active. These structures often1315
connect neighbouring fault arrays. In figure 4.11, I show an example of a fault array1316
that exhibits two Y-shaped splays (2 and 4) as well as a L3 (1) and and a L2 (3) linkage1317
zone. The bottom panel shows the d − L pattern of the entire array. A close inspec-1318
tion of the main Y-structure (2) suggests that previously the blue and green structures1319
were hard linked, but currently the hard linked surface trace follows the blue structure.1320
Also the d−L pattern shows that both arms have accumulated significant throw. The1321
smaller Y-structure (4) shows a similar map geometry to the larger structure, but its1322
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d − L shape is not conclusive at this moment. The two linkage zones 1 and 3 exhibit1323
the expected shape with a minimum at the centre of the linkage zone. In both cases1324
linkage takes place between two segments with different average and maximum throws.1325
1326
I manually picked >100 linkage zones and classified them into the types I just1327
described. The Y-structures are additionally separated into ‘South’, if the Y opens1328
towards the south, and ‘North’ if it opens towards the north. Figure 4.12 shows their1329
distribution colour coded by type. It also shows a number of places where lava flows1330
have come over the top of the scarp obscuring potential linkage zones. In the northern1331
part the linkage zones appear to be more separated and slightly further developed.1332
At the western margin of the LiDAR survey, a cluster of south opening Y-structures1333
are located. The linkage zones in the southern part seem less developed with a large1334
number of L2 and L3 structures. They are also very closely spaced.1335
1336
Fault growth models based on fault linkage commonly propose: 1) a significant1337
throw minimum across the fault ramp during the stages of soft linkage, 2) a shift of the1338
along strike position of the throw maximum from the centre towards the linkage zone1339
and 3) a reduction or elimination of the throw deficit across the linkage zone once hard1340
linkage has occurred (Fig. 4.13) ( e.g. Peacock and Sanderson, 1991, Cartwright et al.,1341
1996, Gupta and Scholz, 2000).1342
To test this I picked the throw minimum at linkage zones and the closest maximum1343
either side of it for all L2-L4 linkage zones, from the d − L shapes derived by my1344
algorithm. For soft linked structures I picked the minimum of the combined curve of1345
both segments. In Fig. 4.14-left I plotted the minimum throw across the linkage zone1346
vs. its two adjacent maxima, which are connected by a red line. The diagonal line1347
marks minimum throw at linkage = maximum throw of adjacent segment. The right1348
panel shows the horizontal distance between the minimum and the maxima. In both1349
panels I distinguish between soft-linked (blue) and hard-linked (green) linkages. If a1350
throw minimum exists across the linkage (1) I expect to see a significant offset between1351
the diagonal line and the maximum throw values for the soft linked structures (blue1352
dots) in figure 4.14-left. For the hard linked structures (green) I would expect one1353
or both maxima to be close to the diagonal line as the throw deficit is reduced (3).1354
I do not observe either of these (1) and (3) in my data set. However, regardless of1355
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linkage type the linkage zones seem to be asymmetric with the maximum throw on one1356
of the segments being close to the minimum throw at the linkage and the difference1357
between the throw maxima is >2 m in 70% of the cases. Differences within ± 1 m lie1358
within the expetecd uncertanty of the measurements. This asymmetry might be due1359
to the relativly young age of the Dabbahu rift segment where the initial disequilibrium1360
between the two segments is still preserved. To progress from this stage to the generally1361
proposed d−L shape with its maximum at the centre, the smaller segment will need to1362
acquire throw faster than the other part. In the next chapter (§ 5) I will test whether1363
this is occurring using InSAR and differential LiDAR.1364
If the position of the throw maximum shifts towards the linkage zone (2) I expect the1365
horizontal offset for the soft linked segments (Fig. 4.14-right, blue) to be further apart1366
than the horizontal offset of the hard linked segments (green). Again there is no clear1367
evidence for this in my data set.1368
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Figure 4.10: Different stages of fault linkage. From top to bottom: a) Onset of relay ramp
formation (early stage 2); b) established intact relay ramp (stage 2); c) ongoing destruction
of relay ramp (stage 3); d) through going fault scarp and complete destruction of ramp (stage
4); e) old fault linkage zone ramp remains covered by new lava. Position of the linkage zones
are marked in figure 4.12. Colour scale is different for each image. Red highest elevation, blue
lowest elevation. Throw on the faults increases from the top image downwards.
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Figure 4.11: Example of fault array. Top panel: LiDAR section rotated in direction of strike,
second panel: hanging and footwall cutoff, bottom panel d−L profile. Colours mark individual
fault segments. Dashed lines mark linkage zones addressed in the text. Linkage zone 1 is
depicted in figure 4.10 c and its position is marked in figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: Map illustrating the distribution of different types (colour coded) of linkage zones
across the Dabbahu rift segment. A detailed description of the individual types is provided in
the text. The background image shows the shaded relief LiDAR DEM. Arrows mark the position
of the linkage zones presented in figure 4.10
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Figure 4.13: Conceptual model of fault growth by linkage. Arrows indicate direction of
fault propagation, shading in d − L shape illustrate individual slip events. Top: Lateral fault
propagation is suppressed by the stress field, asymmetric accumulation of displacement, position
of throw maximum is shifted towards the linkage zone. The faults are soft linked. Bottom: Hard
linkage has taken place. The displacement deficit at the linkage zone is gradually reduced.
Lateral propagation recommences. Reprinted from Gupta and Scholz (2000) with permission
from Elsevier.
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Figure 4.14: Relationship between the minimum throw across a fault ramp and its adjacent
segment maxima, separated into soft linked (blue) and hard linked (green) structures. Left:
Linkage minimum vs the two closest maxima; right: along-strike distance between minimum
and maxima.
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4.4 Strain mapping1369
The systematic analysis of fault displacement presented here enabled me to address1370
several questions regarding the role of faulting in accommodating the extension. How1371
is the strain distributed across the rift segment? How much of the extension is preserved1372
in faulting or lost due to resurfacing? To do this I first estimated the strain recorded1373
by the normal faults at the Dabbahu rift segment.1374
4.4.1 Method1375
I followed the method presented by England and Molnar (1997, 2005) to calculate strain1376
and displacement related to the normal faulting at the rift segment. The method is1377
based on formulations of Kostrov (1974), which show that, if all strain within an area is1378
accounted for, the total strain within this area is formed by the sum of all measurements.1379
1380
England and Molnar (2005) divide the surface into triangles and calculate the aver-1381
age strain for each triangle, based on the amount of slip on the fault segments traversing1382
the triangle. The slip tensor M for each fault segment is defined as1383
Mij = A(uinj + ujni) (4.1)1384
with the slip vector, ~u, a normal to its surface, ~n, and the area of the fault1385
A =
LZ
sin δ
(4.2)1386
where length, L, is defined as the part of the fault segment within one triangular1387
element, Z represents the thickness of the faulted layer, and δ is the dip of the fault.1388
The strain tensor ε for each triangular element is then defined as1389
εij =
1
2V
K∑
k=1
Mij,k (4.3)1390
where K is the number of fault segments within the element and V the product of the1391
triangles surface area ∆ and thickness Z. After combining equations 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3,1392
Z is eliminated and the strain can be expressed as1393
εij =
1
2∆
K∑
k=1
Lk (
ui,knj,k + uj,kni,k
sin δk
) (4.4)1394
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This shows that strain within the seismogenic layer of an area can be expressed by1395
surface measurements only. The surface displacements can be determined through1396
integration if the strain field is known throughout the region (Haines, 1982). England1397
and Molnar (1997) ensure continuity by assuming that the strain is constant within1398
each triangle and therefore the displacement varies linearly across each triangle of the1399
mesh covering the area of interest.1400
4.4.2 Strain mapping from throw measurements1401
For the calculation I used all 3748 faults of the previously discussed fault data set (§ 4.2).1402
To simplify the calculation, each fault is approximated as a straight line from its first to1403
its last point with its previously calculated strike direction. From my analysis dip and1404
rake are unconstrained. At the surface most faults dip at almost 90◦. However the data1405
derived from the differential LiDAR survey (§ 5.3.6 and following) shows that the dip1406
angle, δ of the activated faults with significant slip (> 1 m) is 62◦±17◦. I therefore fixed1407
dip to 65◦ and rake to -90◦ simulating pure dip-slip faults. I approximated the fault slip,1408
s, from the mean of the derived throw, t, along the fault length with s = t / sin(δ). The1409
triangular elements are equilateral with side length of 2 km. I used a code provided by1410
Philip England to perform the calculation. Figure 4.15 shows the results of the analysis.1411
1412
The LiDAR survey only covers the recently intruded part of the rift segment and1413
therefore any strain accumulated on faults outside of the survey is not included. Also1414
the strain along the border of the survey might be underestimated as faults which1415
are only partly covered by the survey may not be mapped. Furthermore the strain1416
estimated for each cell might be underestimated, as it is solely based on faulting and1417
does not include pure extension across fissures. However, due to the high resolution of1418
the LiDAR data set and the fault mapping in 3D even structures with small vertical1419
offset have been mapped and it is unlikely that major structures have been missed.1420
Principal strains are largest across the Dabbahu volcano and the AVC. Between1421
the two volcanic centres, the extension appears to be minimal. In the southern part of1422
the rift segment the majority of the strain has accumulated at the eastern flank. This1423
distribution is mainly due to the recent resurfacing events to the north and south-west1424
of the AVC (see previous Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3).1425
To estimate the total extension due to faulting I integrated the resolved strain compo-1426
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Figure 4.15: Strain map derived from cumulative fault throw. The magnitude of principal
extension accumulated in each triangular cell is shown as colour. The direction of extension is
given by the arrows. Strain accumulation is largest between Dabbahu volcano and AVC (grey)
and located to the West of the rift segment. The profile corresponding to the blue line is shown
in figure 4.16
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nent across a 15 km long profile just North of the AVC (blue line, Fig. 4.15). For this1427
profile I derived 139 m of cumulative extension. An alternative method to estimate1428
the extension is through a simple bookshelf faulting model, in which the percentage of1429
extension (ξ) can be calculated as1430
ξ =
sin (α + θ)
sin θ
− 1 (4.5)1431
where α is the dip angle of the rotated fault block and θ the dip angle of the fault plane1432
(e.g Wernicke and Burchfiel, 1982). I observed fault block tilting of 1-10◦. 29 faults1433
intersect the 15 km-long cross profile and assuming an average α = 5◦ and θ,= 65◦1434
I estimate ∼106 m extension. The estimate is of the same order of magnitude as that1435
derived from the strain calculation.1436
The chosen profile closely correlates with the profile across the lava flow sample loca-1437
tions presented by Ferguson et al. (2013) (sample locations are marked in Fig. 4.2).1438
40Ar/39Ar dating of the basalt flows along the northern edge of the AVC, indicate that1439
the Dabbahu rift segment has been active for the past ∼200 ka (Ferguson et al., 2013).1440
Assuming that each of the lava flows were emplaced similar to the most recent lavas at1441
the rift centre - extending roughly 2 km from the rift axis, and that the position of the1442
rift axis remained stable throughout the past 200 ka Ferguson et al. (2013) estimate1443
an extension rate at the Dabbahu rift segment of 20 mm/y. At this spreading rate1444
the central rift could accommodate the estimated extension of 139 m across the profile1445
in ∼7 ka. This large discrepancy in the estimated ages of 200 ka vs. 7 ka cannot be1446
explained through errors in the strain estimation alone.1447
1448
In figure 4.16 I show the comparison between the topography including 40Ar/39Ar1449
dates (top) and the strain across the same profile (bottom). The majority of the1450
strain is accumulated at the flanks of the central graben whereas the strain across1451
the most recently resurfaced zone (∼2 km wide) is almost constant at ∼0.01. While1452
a decrease in strain towards the youngest section of the rift seems reasonable this1453
abrupt decrease from ∼0.035 to ∼0.01 suggests that the most recent resurfacing event1454
buried pre-existing structures and thereby reduced the strain recorded in the faults.1455
Large volume eruptions are commonly associated with rifting episodes and have been1456
observed at the end of the latest Krafla rifting episode in Iceland (e.g. Bjo¨rnsson et al.,1457
1977). So far no large scale eruption has occurred during the most recent Dabbahu1458
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rifting episode but the geology of the segment shows numerous basalt flows spreading1459
across the segment floor (Vye-Brown et al., 2012), suggesting that resurfacing plays a1460
major role in the development of the topography of the Dabbahu rift segment.1461
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Figure 4.16: Cross-profile of extensional strain just north of AVC (red line in Fig. 4.15).
Majority of the strain is located on the flanks of the central rift. The decrease of strain across
the central rift section is associated to resurfacing processes. (Top after Ferguson et al., 2013)
4.5 Summary1462
In this chapter I studied the current state of fault development at the Dabbahu rift1463
segment. I successfully applied my algorithm and extracted throw for all 3748 fault1464
segments mapped by C. Vye-Brown.1465
1466
The majority of the faults at the Dabbahu rift segment are west dipping. Close1467
to the Dabbahu volcano in the north of the segment horst and graben structures are1468
common but at the AVC and to the south of it bookshelf faulting is the dominant style1469
of faulting. The spacing between fault segments increases from ∼100 m in the west to1470
500-1000 m in the east of the survey area. This possibly indicates a thinning of the1471
crust towards the east of the rift segment (Shaw and Lin, 1996).1472
1473
Individual fault segments picked from the high-resolution LiDAR DEM by C. Vye-1474
Brown are ∼600 m long. Multiple segments connect through fault linkage forming1475
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extended fault arrays. The degree of linkage varies throughout the segment from early1476
stage 2 soft linkage to fully hard linked stage 4. Individual faults without any signs of1477
interaction to neighbouring faults are virtually non-existent throughout the rift. My1478
analysis of the linkage zones indicates that the linked faults can exhibit large differences1479
in maximum throw. According to published fault growth models individual and linked1480
faults strive to create an overall bow shaped d − L shape (e.g. Walsh and Watterson,1481
1988, Peacock, 2002, Cartwright et al., 1996). Assuming this is the case new displace-1482
ment should accumulate mainly along the fault segments exhibiting less throw. I will1483
test this in the next chapter using data that show how faults slip in individual dyking1484
events (§ 5).1485
1486
Divergent splay faults are common throughout the rift segment. Divergent splays1487
are usually considered to be the remnant, inactive fault tips left over after linkage is1488
complete (Trudgill and Cartwright, 1994). At the Dabbahu rift segment the length of1489
the splay faults are often of similar length to the main fault and it appears as if they1490
remain active. Again, I will test this in the next chapter (§ 5).1491
1492
Calculations of the strain accommodated by faulting indicate that only 3.5% of the1493
extension that occured in the past 200 ka is preserved in the fault displacements. One1494
major reason for this appears to be resurfacing by lava flows.1495

Chapter 51496
Incremental displacement/ Fault1497
growth observations1498
Fault growth models are usually inferred from displacement-length measurements of1499
multiple faults within a common geological setting (e.g. Cartwright et al., 1996). How-1500
ever, displacement and length of faults are the result of multiple slip events. Obser-1501
vations of how new fault slip is distributed along faults exist from analogue modelling1502
(Mansfield and Cartwright, 2001) but no previous observations of fault reactivation of1503
an entire array exist from field data. Here, I have the unique opportunity to observe1504
and quantify fresh fault slip across the Dabbahu rift segment, using InSAR data and1505
both LiDAR surveys. These results will help resolve the question of how fault slip1506
accumulates along faults, and enables me to test theories of fault growth (§ 1.1).1507
In particular I will address the following points.1508
• What happens at the fault linkage zones?1509
• Do linkage zones exhibit increased displacement or do they act as barriers?.1510
• Does the less developed fault segment of a linked fault show signs of ‘catching up’1511
via increased displacement?1512
• How do the divergent splay formations behave. Which segments are re-activated1513
during a dyke intrusion?1514
In respect to dyke-induced faulting I will look at the following questions1515
• Where does the fault re-activation occur in respect to dyke intrusions?1516
• Which faults get reactivated during the intrusion?1517
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I start this chapter with brief introduction to dyke intrusions and their relationship1518
with normal faulting. The following two sections focus on the incremental throw derived1519
from the InSAR data and differential LiDAR. Each section starts with a description1520
of how I derived incremental throw measurements from the respective data set before1521
showing the results. In the final section of this chapter I will summarise and discuss1522
my results with regard to previously published models of fault growth.1523
5.1 Dyke intrusion and faulting1524
Dyke intrusions are an important part of continental break up (e.g. Maguire et al.,1525
2006, White et al., 2008, Thybo and Nielsen, 2009, Daniels and Bastow, 2014). They1526
are blade-like magmatic intrusions accompanying extension (e.g. Behn et al., 2006).1527
Some of the best examples have been observed in Iceland and Afar (Wright et al.,1528
2012).1529
As a dyke intrudes into the upper crust it creates tension above the dyke and com-1530
pression at its sides. This leads to the characteristic displacement signal of subsidence1531
above the dyke, uplift at the flanks and horizontal extension perpendicular to the dyke1532
(Fig. 5.1), which is accompanied by normal faulting and fissure opening (Behn et al.,1533
2006, Pollard et al., 1983, Rubin and Pollard, 1988, Bull et al., 2003, Tentler, 2005).1534
Due to the compression, faults far from the dyke are expected to be locked and faulting1535
above the dyke is favoured (e.g. Rubin and Pollard, 1988, Rubin, 1992, Bull et al.,1536
2003). 2 m of slip on normal faults during dyke intrusions has been observed in Iceland1537
(Bjo¨rnsson et al., 1977, Tryggvason, 1984) and Afar (Rowland et al., 2007).1538
Simulations of rift extension within an elastic-viscoplastic medium suggest that1539
the ratio between magma influx and tectonic extension is an important factor for the1540
topographic development of rifts (Behn et al., 2006). Low magma influx leads to narrow1541
deep rift zones while high magma influx causes a more shallow rift with horst and graben1542
structures. Data from seismic moment studies (Solomon et al., 1988), cumulative fault1543
throw (Escartin et al., 1999) from slow spreading mid oceanic ridges, and geodetic data1544
(Bilham et al., 1999) from the Main Ethiopian rift estimate that ∼80% of the extension1545
is accommodated by dyke intrusion and 20% by extensional faulting. Estimates for the1546
initial intrusion at the Dabbahu rift segment in 2005 showed the seismic moment release1547
could only accommodate <10% of the observed geodetic moment (Wright et al., 2006,1548
Rowland et al., 2007).1549
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Figure 5.1: Surface displacement from dyke opening in a purely elastic layer normalised by
the dyke opening. For the calculation a dyke is emplaced in a 20 km thick elastic layer and
stretches from 3-6 km depth. a) vertical displacement, b) horizontal opening, c) horizontal
deviatoric stress σxx. Reprinted from Behn et al. (2006) with permission from Elsevier
5.2 Incremental fault slip derived from InSAR data1550
The analysis in this section is based on the October 2008 dyke intrusion. To date it is1551
the largest intrusion since the initial event in 2005 (Hamling, 2010, Wright et al., 2012).1552
It intruded the Ado’Ale volcanic complex and the area to the North of it and elastic1553
dislocation modelling, based on ENVISAT interferograms, suggests a dyke of ∼11 km1554
length with maximum opening of ∼3 m and a total injected volume of ∼0.17 km3, with1555
opening in the depth range of 1-8 km (Fig. 5.2 Hamling, 2010).1556
In § 2.2 I showed that ALOS data is better suited for the purpose of studying the1557
fault slip than ENVISAT data. The longer wavelength (λ = 23 cm) of the ALOS data1558
enables me to unwrap the interferogram above the area of fault slip. To identify and1559
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Figure 5.2: Elastic dislocation model of the October 2008 dyke intrusion from Hamling (2010).
a) and b) ascending and descending ENVISAT interferograms. c) best fitting dyke model with
maximum opening of ∼3 m.
derive throw, I processed the ALOS satellite data according to the method described1560
in § 2.2. The ALOS images used for the analysis cover three frames (220, 230 and 240)1561
of the ascending track 599 (Fig. 5.3) and were acquired on 14.09.2008 and 15.12.2008.1562
The ALOS data covering the Dabbahu rift is only available from its ascending track,1563
which means I cannot solve for true 3D-displacement but only resolve displacement in1564
the line of sight (LOS) of the satellite. Figure 5.4 shows the ALOS interferogram of the1565
October 2008 dyke intrusion. The top image shows the wrapped interferogram and the1566
bottom image the interferogram after the unwrapping process. The semi-circular fringe1567
pattern in the east and west of the interferogram indicate flank uplift. The uplift signal1568
is larger on the western flank because the vertical uplift and the westward motion both1569
translate into surface movement towards the satellite. At the eastern flank the uplift1570
causes movement towards the satellite while the eastward motion leads to movement1571
away from the satellite, which causes a partial cancellation of the signal and therefore1572
fewer fringes. Surface uplift effectively shortens the distance between the ground and1573
the satellite causing a negative range change and subsidence produces a positive range1574
change. In the unwrapped interferogram (Fig. 5.4 bottom) the large negative signal at1575
the western flank (blue) and the subsidence at the centre (red) are the predominant1576
signals. The area of subsidence correlates to the more complicated fringe pattern in1577
figure 5.4 (top). A closer look at the subsided area shows that it is made up of individual1578
elongated areas. A visual comparison with the LiDAR DEM shows that the edges of1579
these areas correlate with the location of the fault scarps (Fig. 5.5). This indicates1580
fault slip along pre-existing faults. Along some of the fault scarps the displacement is1581
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Figure 5.3: Location of ALOS acquisitions. Individual frames are marked as black rectangles.
First number indicates the number of the track, the second number marks the frame. Colour-
coded squares illustrate the number of acquisitions. Thick red rectangle marks the location of
the Dabbahu rift segment. Map: 1 arc sec SRTM DEM Farr et al. (2007)
not defined (white areas), which is a result of the unwrapping process. I will address1582
this in § 5.2.2. Slip on a fault creates a discontinuity in the interferogram at which the1583
displacement is undefined.1584
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Figure 5.4: Ascending ALOS interferogram covering the October 2008 dyke intrusion. Arrows
mark satellite flight direction, Az, and look direction, LOS. Top: Observed interferogram before
median filtering, bottom: Unwrapped interferogram. Blue indicates uplift and red subsidence.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between the unwrapped interferogram of the October 2008 dyke
intrusion and the high-resolution LiDAR DEM. Individual, elongated areas of subsidence cor-
relate with fault scarps in the LiDAR DEM. LiDAR DEM is shaded from NE and is used to
modulate the intensity of the InSAR data.
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5.2.1 Identification of fault slip1585
To distinguish between slip at a fault and the overall dyke induced displacement I calcu-1586
late the gradient of the LOS displacement in EW direction. The long wavelength back-1587
ground displacement produces small gradient changes over relatively large distances.1588
In contrast, slip on faults produces a larger gradient change across a short distance. In1589
the gradient map (Fig. 5.6), lines of larger gradients, which indicate slipped structures1590
are visible. A negative gradient (red) implies relative displacement toward the West1591
and positive gradient (blue) indicates relative displacement in eastward direction. The1592
gradient indicates minimal fault slip towards the west at the uplifted western flank1593
(box 1, faint red traces). Box 2 marks the transition from uplift to subsidence, which1594
is indicated by the large eastwards gradient overprinting this section. Regardless of1595
this signal, slip on individual fault traces is apparent. The clearest fault slip signals1596
are visible towards the east (box 3). Overall the larger gradients appear to be on the1597
faults with relative westward displacement.1598
1599
I compared the topographic expression with the LOS displacement along a profile1600
marked by the black line in Fig. 5.6 to better assess which structures slipped during1601
the intrusion and in which direction. I manually picked all the faults crossing this1602
profile on the 0.5 x 0.5 m2 LiDAR DEM as well as each slip signal by looking at the1603
LOS displacement gradient as well as the unwrapped interferogram. Fig. 5.7 shows the1604
result of this analysis. From top to bottom the figure shows the topographic profile,1605
the displacement gradient, unwrapped LOS displacement and the original phase. Pre-1606
existing faults appear as steps in the topography. It is noteworthy that the majority of1607
the faults are westwards dipping. If slip occurred, the displacement gradient exhibits1608
a sharp minimum or maximum for westwards and eastwards movement respectively.1609
I inverted the profile of the LOS displacement to match the topography. A positive1610
signal therefore indicates uplift and a negative signal subsidence. Slip on faults appears1611
as step. I differentiate between pre-existing faults which slipped during the intrusion1612
(yellow), slip without a pre-existing surface fault (dark grey) and pre-existing faults1613
which did not slip (light grey). The image shows that all of the pre-existing faults at1614
the centre of the rift have been reactivated during the intrusion (yellow). I also found1615
slip signals which are not related to any surface breaking faults (dark grey). I interpret1616
these signals as slip on buried faults which either have not yet broken the surface or1617
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Figure 5.6: Gradient calculated in E-W direction of the LOS displacement of the October
2008 dyke intrusion. Slip along faults is visible as thin lines of larger gradient changes. Slip in
westward direction is marked in red and eastwards slip in blue. The holes along fault scarps at
the centre of the deformed region are a result of the unwrapping process. Box 1: area of flank
uplift, box 2: transition from uplift to subsidence, box 3: clear fault slip signal. Line position
of profile shown in figure 5.7.
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have been resurfaced during previous volcanic eruptions. At the western flank I did not1618
observe any slip on the pre-existing faults (light grey).1619
1620
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Figure 5.7: Comparison between topography and displacement signals.Top row: topography;
second row: displacement gradient calculated in E-W direction in red; third row: unwrapped
LOS displacement profiles; bottom row: wrapped phase. Yellow vertical lines mark faults re-
activated during the October 2008 dyke intrusion. Dark grey vertical lines mark slip without a
surface fault (slip on buried fault). Light grey vertical lines mark pre-existing faults which did
not slip during the October 2008 intrusion. Location of the profile marked on figure 5.6.
5.2.2 Extraction of fault slip in LOS1621
The LOS displacement surface can be treated like a DEM. The horizontal resolution of1622
the displacement data is lower (20 x 20 m2) but slip on a fault presents itself as a step1623
similar to a fault scarp in the DEM (Fig. 5.7 LOS displacement profile). This allowed1624
me to adjust my algorithm (§ 3) to extract fault slip in LOS from the displacement data.1625
Instead of topographic profiles extracted from the high-resolution LiDAR, I extract LOS1626
displacement profiles from the unwrapped interferogram and optimise the parameter1627
for the larger pixel size and slightly different signal shape. The only difficulty with the1628
displacement data is caused by the data holes along some fault scarps (Fig. 5.4 bottom).1629
These holes are introduced during the unwrapping process. The standard unwrapping1630
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procedures expects that the phase changes slowly and smoothly (e.g. Ghiglia and Pritt,1631
1998) but slip on a fault causes an abrupt phase change. If this change is too large1632
it forms a discontinuity in the interferogram at which the displacement is undefined.1633
To be able to derive fault slip for all the faults I pad the holes in the phase using the1634
relationship between the wrapped and the unwrapped phase. The unwrapped phase,1635
Ψ, is defined as (e.g. Ferretti et al., 2007)1636
.Ψ = Φ + 2pi n (5.1)1637
where n is the integer number of cycles to be added to each pixel of the wrapped phase,1638
Φ. I included a subfunction into my algorithm which checks if the displacement profile1639
includes any holes. If this is the case I determine n for the two points at either side of1640
the hole with1641
n = (Ψ − Φ)/2pi (5.2)1642
I then choose the smaller value for n to calculate Ψ for the hole from the wrapped1643
interferogram with equation 5.1. Once the holes are padded I apply my algorithm to1644
extract the slip in LOS. The chosen parameters to extract the LOS displacement are1645
listed in table 5.1. Due to the lower resolution of the interferogram (20 x 20 m2) I1646
increased sm, fpw and hpw (Table 5.1). This also means that small-scale features1647
(≤40 m) of the faults (§ 3.2) can be ignored. The measurement of the slip in LOS1648
is mainly affected by random noise in the data, which results in the slightly broader1649
scatter of measurements in the incremental d− L profiles compared to the cumulative1650
d− L shape derived from the LiDAR data. I will show data examples in § 5.2.4.
Search margin sm 80 m
Footwall plain width fpw 50 m
Hangingwall plain width hpw 60 m
Minimum significant vertical offset vmin 0.3
Maximum tolerated vertical offset vmax 0.7
Maximum tolerated fissure opening fw 40 m
Profile spacing 20 m and 5 m
rloess window size 10 points
Table 5.1: Chosen algorithm parameters to extract slip in LOS from ALOS InSAR data.
Refer to § 3.4.1 for a detailed description of these parameters.
1651
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5.2.3 Conversion of fault slip in LOS to incremental throw1652
I cannot derive incremental throw directly from the ALOS data but I can convert the1653
slip in LOS or range change, r, into throw, t, assuming I know strike and dip of the1654
faults. The range change, r of a point on one side of a fault, relative to a point on the1655
other side, is defined as1656
r = −~u · lˆ (5.3)1657
where ~u is the fault slip vector and lˆ is the unit vector in LOS pointing from ground to1658
satellite. Assuming that the slip direction of the faults is down-dip and, perpendicular1659
to strike ~u can be expressed through1660
~u = s uˆ (5.4)1661
where s is the magnitude of the slip vector. Using equation 5.4 the range change, r,1662
can be written explicitly as1663
r = s(uˆx lˆx + uˆy lˆy + uˆz lˆz) (5.5)1664
and throw, t, can be estimated with1665
t = s uˆz (5.6)1666
The directional unit vectors of lˆ are defined as (e.g. Hanssen, 2001)1667
lˆx = −sin(Θ− 270) sin(γ)
lˆy = −cos(Θ− 270) sin(γ)
lˆz = cos(γ)
(5.7)1668
with the incidence angle γ and the azimuth Θ of the satellite. The azimuth and in-1669
cidence angle for track 599 at the location of the dyke are Θ = -12.26◦ and γ=37.3◦1670
respectively. The components of uˆ are1671
uˆx = sin(strike+ 90) cos(dip)
uˆy = cos(strike+ 90) cos(dip)
uˆz = sin(dip)
(5.8)1672
In figure 5.8(top) I plotted the amount of throw, calculated for 1 m of LOS range1673
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change, for the full range of dip (0-90◦) and strike (0-360◦) angles. It shows that for1674
faults with a dip <50◦ the estimated throw can vary greatly with strike. The set of1675
red curves, which exhibit a maximum for a dip of 40◦ correspond to faults with a slip1676
direction close to the LOS of the satellite (dip ≈ γ, strike ≈ Θ, 310-360◦). For slip on1677
faults with a dip >50◦ the direction of strike is less important.1678
At the Dabbahu rift segments the majority of the faults strike at 148◦ and 328◦1679
(see § 4.2.3). In figure 5.8-bottom I show the estimated throw for faults striking1680
at ±20◦ of the average strike for west- and eastwards dipping faults. For a dip of 60◦1681
the calculated throw ranges from 1.92-2.24 m for eastwards dipping faults and from1682
0.87-0.97 m for westwards dipping faults. The range decreases with increasing angles1683
for dip. I fixed the dip angle at 65◦, which is reasonable for the subvertical faults at the1684
rift and strike at 150◦ for west dipping faults and -30◦ for east dipping faults. Inserting1685
the appropriate values into equation 5.6 throw can be estimated by1686
tw = 0.94 r (5.9)1687
1688
te = 1.90 r (5.10)1689
5.2.4 Cumulative vs. incremental fault slip1690
I have chosen two neighbouring fault arrays north of the AVC to show and discuss1691
fault growth observed throughout the rift segment. Figure 5.9 gives an overview of1692
the geometry and geologic setting of the array. In the top left panel I show the hill-1693
shaded coloured DEM for reference. In the top right panel I plotted the colour-coded1694
cumulative throw, extracted from the 2009 high-resolution LiDAR DEM on top of the1695
geological map of the region (Vye-Brown et al., 2012). The array is partly located within1696
the most recent lava flows (dark blue). The bottom left panel exhibits the gradient1697
of LOS displacement and the bottom right panel shows the colour-coded incremental1698
throw caused by the October 2008 intrusion on top of the geological map. I derived both1699
the cumulative and the incremental throw through the application of my algorithm.1700
The array is ∼10 km long and up to ∼2 km wide. It is formed by 16 mainly1701
westwards dipping fault segments that are undergoing different stages of soft linkage.1702
The northern half of the array is formed by a collection of diverging splay faults which1703
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Figure 5.8: Influence of strike and dip of faults on throw estimates from LOS displacement.
Top: Throw estimated for 1 m of LOS displacement vs. dip angle. Lines are colour coded
for strike ranging 0-360◦ of strike. Bottom: Throw estimated for the fault strike found at the
Dabbahu segment. Blue east dipping with strike 330◦±20◦ and red west dipping with strike
140◦±20◦.
join the main fault structure at the points E and F in figure 5.9. The main structure1704
of the fault array is marked by the points C-G in figure 5.9. A second smaller array1705
of eastwards dipping faults is located to the east of the main structure and joins the1706
array at the points K and H.1707
In the following section I will present the cumulative and incremental d−L data of the1708
array and discuss the results in terms of overall fault development.1709
1. Segment activation1710
Towards the southern end of the array a short fault (Fig. 5.9 G-L) cuts across1711
the horst connecting the west and eastwards dipping fault segments of the array1712
and creating a small lens shaped horst block marked by the points G-L-M-H-G1713
in Fig. 5.9. The fault segments surrounding the block are the westwards dipping1714
segments L-G and G-H and the eastwards dipping segments L-M and M-H The1715
displacement gradient (Fig. 5.9 bottom left) clearly shows that no slip occurred1716
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Figure 5.9: Fault array activated during the October 2008 dyke intrusion. Top left: LiDAR
DEM; top right: colour-coded cumulative throw on top of geological map after Vye-Brown
et al. (2012) BGS c©NERC; bottom left: LOS displacement gradient; bottom right: colour-
coded incremental throw from the October 2008 dyke intrusion on top of the geological map.
Key for geological map is given in figure 4.2.
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on the westwards dipping segment G-H but instead it shows that the slip towards1717
the west occurred on the smaller eastwards dipping segment L-M.1718
2. Total cumulative vs. incremental throw1719
Figure 5.10 shows the comparison between the cumulative d − L distribution1720
and the incremental d − L profile along the array. The top panel shows the1721
array plotted parallel to strike. The individual fault segments are colour-coded.1722
The middle and bottom panels present the cumulative and incremental throw1723
respectively. I plotted the d − L shapes individually for each segment and the1724
total d − L shape of the array in grey. The total cumulative throw of the array1725
is roughly bowl shaped with larger throw at either end of array (∼45 m and1726
∼55 m). The central 6 km exhibit small scale corrugation varying throw between1727
∼20-30 m. I attribute this unusual throw distribution pattern to resurfacing. As1728
shown in figure 5.9 the central part of the array is set within the most recent flood1729
basalts. The total incremental throw distribution shows that the majority of the1730
fresh throw was accumulated along the last 5 km of the profile. It is dominated1731
by slip on the on the long eastwards dipping fault segment (brown).1732
1733
3. Maintenance of fault segmentation1734
I compared the cumulative d − L shape of the main fault structure with its1735
incremental d − L profile (Fig. 5.11-blue). The cumulative d − L profile (centre1736
panel) exhibits multiple minima and maxima. This small-scale corrugation is1737
commonly observed in d − L profiles for normal faults (e.g. Manighetti et al.,1738
2001, Cowie and Roberts, 2001, Peacock, 2002). The pattern is usually associated1739
with fault segmentation and the early stages (soft linkage) of fault linkage (e.g.1740
Peacock and Sanderson, 1991, Cowie and Roberts, 2001). Published models of1741
fault growth by linkage propose, that once two fault segments form one through-1742
going fault, new slip is accumulated at the former linkage zone reducing and1743
eventually eliminating the displacement deficit (e.g. Peacock and Sanderson, 1991,1744
Trudgill and Cartwright, 1994, Cartwright et al., 1995, Willemse et al., 1996,1745
Crider and Pollard, 1998, Gupta and Scholz, 2000, Peacock, 2002).1746
The main fault segment (blue) of the array is hard-linked across its entire length.1747
I marked the local minima in the cumulative d − L profile with dashed vertical1748
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lines (Fig. 5.11-middle). The minima roughly correlate with step changes rather1749
than maxima in the incremental d−L profile (bottom). The step change is most1750
pronounced at the fourth minimum where the incremental throw increases from1751
∼2.5 cm to ∼10 cm. This suggests that fault segments maintain the ability to slip1752
independently even after the segments are physically linked. This behaviour has1753
previously only been observed during analogue modelling of normal fault growth1754
(Mansfield and Cartwright, 2001).1755
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4. Slip on a buried fault1757
The displacement gradient (Fig. 5.9 bottom left) shows a faint, but distinct line1758
indicating displacement between the points A and B. I closely examined the Li-1759
DAR DEM (Fig. 5.9 top left) and could not identify a clear fault scarp between1760
the two points - only a small monocline is present. I mapped the apparent fault1761
trace from the displacement gradient and applied my algorithm. The incremental1762
d − L profile exhibits throw of up to 4 cm (Fig. 5.12 bottom). The cumulative1763
d−L profile illustrates that currently no surface break exists. Significant appar-1764
ent throw is only present in the first half of the cumulative d−L profile and it is1765
caused by lava flow edges (Fig. 5.12 middle). Due to its setting within the area1766
of most recent resurfacing it is most likely that the slip occurred at a fault buried1767
during a previous eruption.1768
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Figure 5.12: Example of slip on buried fault (coloured black). Top: Surface traces of the
fault segments forming the array. Segments are colour-coded and correlate to the d−L profiles.
Middle: Cumulative d − L profile. The signal in the first half is caused by the edges of a lava
flow. Bottom: Incremental d− L shape.
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The second array (Fig, 5.13) is situated to the east of the first array. It is formed1770
by 9 fault segments. The main structure exhibits throw of more than 40 m. At its1771
northern end it separates into a 4 diverging splay faults (A). It is currently hard linked1772
across the splay furthest to the east. At the points B and C the fault is hard linked. At1773
point B the remnants of the fault ramp have been covered by a lava flow but at point1774
C the broken ramp is visible at the hangingwall (Fig. 5.14).1775
1776
At both linkage zones, faults with considerably less throw (max throw 2-3 m) join1777
the main structure. At linkage B the small structure is also westwards dipping. From1778
the LiDAR data alone it appears as if this structure is the fault tip of the rear fault1779
segment. Usually these fault tips are thought to become inactive after fault linkage has1780
occurred (e.g. Trudgill and Cartwright, 1994, Crider and Pollard, 1998). The structure1781
can be traced for over ∼4 km. The gradient map of the LOS displacement also shows a1782
very clear signal of fault slip on this structure. In fact the majority of the new throw on1783
this array was accumulated on this structure (∼10 cm). I have observed this behaviour1784
on multiple locations at the Dabbahu segment. The smaller fault joining at linkage C1785
is eastwards dipping and was also activated during the intrusion.1786
1787
1788
I extracted incremental throw for all of the faults of the fault data set (§ 4.2).1789
Figure 5.15 shows that the largest throw is located on two structures at the eastern1790
margin of the rift segment. Maximum throw of 1.1 m is found within the ryholites of1791
the AVC. East of these structures hardly any slip occurred. To the west in an area1792
∼4-5 km wide, most faults have been re-activated during the intrusion. Throw on the1793
re-activated faults ranges from 5-40 cm. In the South the area of fault activation comes1794
to a sharp end perpendicular to the rift axis. In the North the end of the activation zone1795
is not as clear due to the limited number of faults at the rift centre due to resurfacing.1796
1797
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Figure 5.13: Fault array activated during the October 2008 dyke intrusion. Top left: LiDAR
DEM, top right: colour-coded cumulative throw on top of geological map after Vye-Brown
et al. (2012) BGS c©NERC, bottom left: LOS displacement gradient, bottom right: colour-
coded incremental throw from the October 2008 dyke intrusion on top of the geological map.
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C
A
B
Figure 5.14: Details of the two hard linked linkage zones of figure 5.13. Top: close up of the
linkage zone, bottom: section of the cumulative d−L shape. Left: Linkage B, the fault ramp is
covered by a lava flow. On the footwall a small offset between the throw on the segment either
side of the linkage zone exist. Right: Linkage C: The broken ramp remained at the hangingwall.
The large deficit in throw is caused by the remnants of the ramp.
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Figure 5.15: Map of incremental throw derived from InSAR. Throw measurements are colour
coded. The colour scale extends to 50 cm slip but slip of up to 1.1 m (black) occurred at the
eastern flank.
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5.3 Incremental fault slip from differential LiDAR1798
The analysis in this section is based on displacement data, derived from the two high-1799
resolution LiDAR surveys, which cover the May 2010 dyke intrusion.1800
5.3.1 Determination of difference between LiDAR surveys1801
In § 2.1.5 I described the procedure to create a DEM from scattered data points us-1802
ing natural neighbour interpolation. Each data point is used during the interpolation1803
and therefore the distribution of points affects the DEM. The return distribution of1804
airborne LiDAR surveys depends on flight altitude, yaw, pitch and roll of the aircraft1805
(§ 2.1). DEMs of the same area but derived from different point clouds will therefore1806
always exhibit small discrepancies even if the scanned surface remains unchanged. To1807
estimate the magnitude of these discrepancies I created two DEMs with 0.5 x 0.5 m21808
pixel size, for a small area from two adjacent tracks of the 2009 LiDAR survey. I then1809
calculated the difference between them by simply subtracting one DEM from the other1810
pixel by pixel. The difference between the two DEMs, which is caused only by the1811
different distributions of returns is shown in figure 5.16. The figure presents a close-up1812
of an area of 50 x 50 m2 (top) and a larger area of 500 x 500 m2 covering multiple fault1813
scarps (bottom). Across flat or smoothly varying surfaces the differences are small1814
(Fig. 5.16-top) but for areas with sharp edges caused for example by faults and fissures1815
(Fig. 5.16-bottom) the differences are significant. The introduced apparent vertical dif-1816
ferences on individual pixels is up to 2 m. The apparent vertical difference reduces for1817
lower resolution DEMs but remains a factor especially along the sharp edges of fault1818
scarps. Furthermore by differencing two DEMs any horizontal change is translated into1819
a vertical change introducing additional errors.1820
1821
These errors become important when comparing data from surveys before and after1822
an intrusion event. To reduce them I use the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm1823
developed by Nissen et al. (2012), which is applied directly to the data point clouds.1824
The ICP method was first developed by Besl and McKay (1992) and Chen and Medioni1825
(1992). The basic principle is that points on the ground do not displace individually1826
but that points within a small region all move in the same way. In terms of the ICP1827
algorithm this means that a small subset of the original three-dimensional data set1828
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Figure 5.16: Simple differencing of two 0.5 x 0.5 m2 DEMs created from adjacent tracks of the
2009 LiDAR survey. First and second column DEM of the two adjacent LiDAR tracks. Third
column vertical difference between the two DEMs. Top row area covers 50 x 50 m2, bottom
row area covers 500 x 500 m2.
(‘source’) can be transformed into the later (‘target’) data set by multiple rigid body1829
transformations consisting of rotation and translation. The best fitting transformation1830
for each data subset, is determined by a three step iterative process. Fig. 5.17 illus-1831
trates the individual steps. 1) Each source point is paired with its closest target point.1832
2) The transformation which minimises the mean square error (MSE) of the paired1833
points is calculated. 3) The transformation is applied to the source points and the1834
process is repeated until MSE cannot be further reduced or a threshold is met. The1835
advantage of the ICP algorithm is that it not only resolves vertical displacement but1836
also horizontal displacement. The sum of translations in x, y and z directions over all1837
iterations corresponds to E-W, N-S and vertical displacements (Nissen et al., 2012).1838
1839
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The size of the data subsets or windows into which the data are divided depends1840
mainly on the survey with the lower return density. For my analysis of the displacement1841
at the Dabbahu rift I found that splitting the LiDAR point clouds into 25 x 25 m2 win-1842
dows provides good results. This corresponds to ∼200 and ∼650 returns per window1843
for the 2009 and 2012 data set respectively.1844
1845
In figure 5.18 I compare the vertical displacement derived through DEM differencing1846
(left) and the application of the ICP algorithm (right). To ensure a fair comparison I1847
calculated the DEM difference from 25 x 25 m2 DEMs of the LiDAR surveys, which1848
I created using the procedure explained in § 2.1. The overall signal is similar but1849
the random noise is more prevalent in the vertical displacement derived through DEM1850
differencing. The differences between the two methods are particularly clear along the1851
fault scarps. The DEM difference exhibits diffuse displacement across ∼5 pixels along1852
the scarps where the ICP algorithm shows a distinct displacement across ∼2 pixels.1853
The irregular shaped feature with apparent displacement of < 2 m is the northern tip1854
of the small lava flow, which accompanied the May 2010 intrusion.
Figure 5.17: Illustration of the processing steps of Iterative Closest Point algorithm. 1) Pair
each ‘source’ point with its closest ‘target’ point. 2) Determine best fitting transformation. 3)
Apply transformation to source points and repeat from 1. Reprinted from Nissen et al. (2012)
with permission from John Wiley and Sons.
1855
5.3.2 Displacement caused by the May 2010 intrusion1856
Between the first LiDAR survey in 2009 and the second survey in 2012 only one dyke1857
intrusion occurred, in May 2010. Seismic activity commenced on 20.05.2010 in the1858
southern part of the rift (approx Northing 1360 km UTM zone 37 N) at a depth of1859
6±1 km and rapidly progressed upwards to about 2 km depth (Fig. 5.19). After a1860
short break the seismicity migrated simultaneously towards the South and the North,1861
following a pattern typical for the injection of magma (e.g. Rubin, 1992, Ebinger et al.,1862
2008). In the southern part the seismicity remained deeper and was more diffuse. At1863
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ing (left) and the ICP. algorithm (right). Pixel size in both images 25 x 25 m2. The data sets
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the AVC seismicity migrated further upwards to a minimum depth of 1 km (personal1864
communication Derek Keir). The May 2010 intrusion was one of the smaller dyking
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Figure 5.19: Seismicity of the May 2010 dyke intrusion from local seismic network. Left:
North-South migration of seismicity over time. Right: Depth migration of seismicity over time.
Red seismicity north of Northing 1360 km UTM zone 37 N, grey seismicity south of Northings
1360 km UTM zone 37 N. (Personal communication Derek Keir)
1865
events. Elastic dislocation modelling from ENVISAT data estimated a maximum dyke1866
opening of 1.6 m close to the surface (0-2 km depth, Fig. 5.20 black arrows) at the1867
Ado’Ale Volcanic complex (personal communication Ian Hamling).1868
I applied the ICP algorithm to the complete area of overlap of the two LiDAR surveys1869
and compared the displacement data with the modelled dyke. Figure 5.20 shows the1870
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vertical (bottom), E-W (middle) and N-S (top) displacement. The displacement signal1871
is clearest for the vertical component. Displacement on the two horizontal component1872
is noisier and especially the N-S component shows striping associated with individual1873
flight tracks of the surveys.1874
The displacement data shows the characteristic signal of central subsidence and flank1875
uplift above and horizontal opening perpendicular to the shallow part of the dyke1876
intrusion. The maximum displacement in each direction is approximately 1 m. The1877
area south of the AVC, where the dyke remained at deeper depth (4-10 km, grey1878
arrows), is broadly uplifted (∼0.3 m) but no subsidence occurred. The small isolated1879
patch of apparent uplift in the far south is caused by sediment influx on a floodplain1880
of a small river.1881
1882
As I stated in § 2.1 no ground control points exist in the survey area which could be1883
used to verify the georeferencing of the two surveys and subsequently verify the derived1884
displacement data. To assess if significant georeferencing errors exist between the sur-1885
veys, I analysed the displacement data away from the intrusion site (Fig. 5.21). The E-1886
W and N-S displacement component (bottom row) exhibit mean offsets of 0.06±1.74 m1887
and -0.08±1.48 m, respectively, which implies that the horizontal georeferencing is cor-1888
rect. The stripes of larger offsets are caused by the bias in the boresight roll angle1889
of the Leica ALS-II sensor (§ 2.1.4). The vertical component shows a mean uplift of1890
0.17±0.35 m. Between 2006 and 2010 ∼ 25 cm of uplift was recorded in this region us-1891
ing InSAR data (Hamling et al., 2014). I therefore believe it is justified to assume that1892
the uplift shown in my displacement data is real and not a result of misregistration.1893
1894
5.3.3 May 2010 eruption1895
The lava flow of the eruption covers an area of less than 1 km2 (Fig. 5.18). To bring1896
out the geomorphology and estimate the erupted volume of the lava flow, I calculated1897
the difference, pixel by pixel, between the 2009 and 2012 0.5 x 0.5 m2 LiDAR DEMs1898
using the ERDAS ERmapper software package. I chose to use DEM differencing for1899
this analysis. The ICP method cannot be applied because the assumption that neigh-1900
bouring surface points are deformed in the same way does not apply here. Also in1901
comparison to the extent of the lava flow errors due to the return distribution of the1902
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Figure 5.20: Surface displacement between the 2009 and 2012 LiDAR surveys. From left to
right: vertical, East-West and North-South displacement. Black line position of the May 2010
dyke intrusion from elastic dislocation model based on ascending and descending ENVISAT
interferogram (personal communication Ian Hamling). Arrows indicate maximum modelled
dyke opening. Black arrows: maximum dyke opening at 0-2 km depth, grey arrows: maximum
dyke opening at 4-10 km depth.
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Figure 5.21: Analysis of displacement between the two LiDAR surveys, derived from ICP
calculation, away from the May 2010 intrusion site. Top left: vertical offset; bottom left: East-
West offset; bottom right: North-South offset. Top right: histograms of offset [m]. top: vertical
offset (mean 0.17±0.35 m); bottom left: East-West offset (mean 0.06±1.74 m); bottom right:
North-South offset (mean -0.08±1.48 m).
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survey point clouds can be neglected.1903
Figure 5.22 (top) shows the difference between the two LiDAR DEMs. The main lava1904
flow is located on top of a fault block. It exhibits a row of small scoria cones (∼30-40 m1905
diameter) in the West. The flow appears to have propagated towards the east and south1906
from the scoria cone. A second smaller flow is located at the hangingwall of the fault1907
to the west of the main flow. From the topographic data it appears as if they are two1908
separate flows. Also the surface of the second flow appears smooth, in comparison to1909
the main flow, as a result of the hotter temperature during its emplacement (personal1910
communication Talfan Barnie). The fault scarp also shows signs that two rock falls1911
occurred. The debris are visible on top of the lava flow.1912
1913
To estimate the extruded volume, I removed the background displacement by fitting1914
a regression plane to the fault block hosting the eruption, excluding the new lava flow,1915
and subtracting it from the displacement. The plane exhibits 20-30 cm of uplift and dips1916
from SE to NW which is in agreement with the dyke induced flank uplift. The corrected1917
image is shown in figure (Fig. 5.22 bottom). I then calculated the extruded volume for1918
each pixel of the flow and estimated the total extruded volume to be 230,000±4,000 m3,1919
which is roughly 100 times smaller than the volume erupted in 2007 and 2009.1920
5.3.4 Observations of fault slip1921
In the following sections I will focus on the displacement at the AVC.1922
The vertical displacement (Fig. 5.23 top left) shows a narrow (∼1 km) zone of subsi-1923
dence at the survey centre. The transition from subsidence to uplift is abrupt on its1924
eastern side whereas the transition towards the west appears gradual. This gradual1925
change exhibits an almost saw-tooth shaped pattern as it alternates between ramp-1926
shaped displacement increases and sudden displacement decreases. In figure 5.23 (top1927
right) I plotted the local fault network on top of the vertical displacement. The corre-1928
lation between the sudden displacement decreases and the fault traces indicates fault1929
slip and the displacement ramps suggest book-shelf faulting. The dark brown patch1930
at the centre of the image shows the location of the small eruption that I discussed in1931
§ 5.3.3. The geometric locus of maximum horizontal opening (Fig. 5.23 bottom row)1932
coincides roughly with the eruption site.1933
1934
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Figure 5.22: May 2010 eruption: Simple differencing between the 2009 and 2012 LiDAR
DEM. Top: uncorrected, bottom: corrected for general dyke induced uplift by fitting a plane
across the fault block hosting the eruption. The eruption occurred along a row of small scoria
cones (∼ 30-40 m diameter). The lava flow extends mainly to the east and south. Along the
fault to the west of the eruption two rockfalls sites are visible.
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For a better understanding of the correlation between the dyking and the faulting1935
at the AVC I extracted 4 profiles across the rift segment (Fig. 5.24) and compared1936
the vertical displacement with the topography and the earthquake locations as proxy1937
for the position of the dyke (Fig. 5.25). The topography of each profile is shown in1938
grey and the vertical displacement is plotted in red for uplift and blue for subsidence.1939
The earthquakes are sized by their local magnitude and colour-coded by day. If a1940
moment tensor solution exists for the event the double-couple solution is plotted as a1941
back hemisphere projection. They are consistent with normal faulting (Seismic data1942
courtesy of Derek Keir and Manaloh Belachew). There is a clear correlation between the1943
drops in the vertical displacement and the faults in the topography. The largest amount1944
of displacement (∼1 m) was accumulated at the fault structure which limits the area1945
of subsidence in the east (profiles 1-3 in fig. 5.25). This is similar to my observations1946
from the October 2008 intrusion § 5.2. The saw-tooth displacement pattern towards1947
the west is particular well defined on profile 2 of figure 5.25. There appears to be a1948
slight east to west shift in the earthquake locations as they reach shallower depth which1949
could indicate that the dyke intruded at an angle. Unfortunately the uncertainties of1950
the earthquake location are too large (vertical 500 m and horizontally 1000 m, personal1951
communication Derek Keir) to be able to associate individual earthquakes with slip on1952
specific faults.1953
5.3.5 Extraction of 3-D fault slip from differential LiDAR data1954
For the quantitative analysis of the fault slip induced by the May 2010 intrusion I ad-1955
justed my algorithm (§ 3) to extract incremental fault slip from the displacement data.1956
As was the case for the InSAR analysis (§ 5.2.2) the vertical displacement data can be1957
used like a DEM. Instead of topographic profiles extracted from the high-resolution Li-1958
DAR, I extract profiles from the vertical displacement data and optimise the parameter1959
for the larger pixel size and slightly different signal shape. The chosen parameters to1960
extract the incremental throw are listed in table 5.2. Due to the lower resolution of the1961
vertical displacement data (25 x 25 m2) I increased sm, fpw and hpw (Table 5.2). In1962
the same manner as the original algorithm determines the hanging and footwall cutoff1963
from the topography, the adjusted algorithm determines the cutoffs from the vertical1964
displacement. I extract the horizontal displacement for the position of the cutoffs to1965
estimate the incremental horizontal displacement in E-W and N-S direction. In order to1966
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reduce the error due to the striping in the horizontal displacement data I recalculated1967
the displacement between the surveys with a larger window size of 100 x 100 m and1968
extracted the incremental horizontal displacement from this data set.1969
Search margin sm 80 m
Footwall plain width fpw 50 m
Hangingwall plain width hpw 60 m
Minimum significant vertical offset vmin 0.3
Maximum tolerated vertical offset vmax 0.7
Maximum tolerated fissure opening fw 40 m
Profile spacing 20 m and 5 m
rloess window size 10 points
Table 5.2: Chosen algorithm parameters to extract slip from differential LiDAR data. Pa-
rameters are discussed in § 3.4.1
5.3.6 3-dimensional fault slip1970
In order to visualise the 3-dimensional fault slip I converted the incremental displace-1971
ment measurements into trend, plunge and the amount of slip. Trend is measured1972
in the horizontal plane. It is the angle between North and the projection of the slip1973
vector onto the horizontal plane. Plunge is defined as the downward angle between the1974
horizontal plane and the slip vector. The amount of slip is the length of the slip vector.1975
In figure 5.26 I plot trend (direction of arrow), plunge (colour of arrow) and amount1976
of slip (arrow length) along the fault traces. The area of dyke induced subsidence is1977
marked in light grey for reference. The majority of dip-slip, with plunge ≥ 65◦ (green1978
to red), occurs in a narrow ∼3 km wide area including the area of subsidence. These1979
are also the faults exhibiting the largest amount of slip of up to ∼1.2 m. The dip1980
direction is predominantly westwards. At the centre of the image arrows indicating slip1981
>2 m are displayed. They correlate to the small volcanic eruption and do not relate1982
to true fault slip. Along the length of most of the faults a gradual change in trend1983
and plunge angle occurs. The striping in the horizontal components does affect the1984
measurements and is responsible for the occurrences of sudden and extreme changes1985
in trend. I therefore hesitate to interpret small scale variations of plunge and trend1986
along individual faults. At the flanks the slip is dominated by horizontal displacement.1987
Similar to the displacement pattern of the October 2008 intrusion fault slip does not1988
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extend significantly beyond the dyke’s lateral extent.1989
5.3.7 Cumulative vs. incremental fault slip1990
I described the linkage zones of the fault array in figure 5.27 in § 4.3 and will now1991
only focus on the incremental throw on this array. The array was activated during1992
both the October 2008 and the May 2010 intrusions. Panel 4 shows the incremental1993
throw induced by the October 2008 dyke intrusion. The first 4 km of the array show1994
significant throw (5-20 cm) but no slip is observed on the following 4 km which are1995
located outside of the main activation zone of the intrusion. During the May 20101996
intrusion the fault array was completely within the activation zone and fresh throw1997
is visible on all fault segments (Panel 5). It is not possible to distinguish the slip on1998
the individual fault segment at the first linkage zone (purple and blue, panel 2), using1999
the InSAR measurements but the differential LiDAR measurements show that both2000
segments were activated independently. The second linkage, the divergent splay (green2001
and blue), is more interesting. As stated in § 4.3, the structure is hard-linked along the2002
blue structure. During the October 2008 intrusion only the blue structure accumulated2003
significant new throw. The cumulative throw along the blue structure steps down from2004
∼50 m to ∼10 m which does not seem to influence the accumulation of new slip which2005
smoothly tapers of as the end of the activation zone is reached. During the May 20102006
intrusion both the blue and the green segment were activated and again the slip along2007
the blue segment does not seem to be affected by the linkage, exhibiting an almost bow2008
shaped pattern of fresh throw.2009
5.3.8 Incremental strain mapping2010
I also estimated the mean strike, dip, rake and slip for each fault from the incremental2011
throw and horizontal displacement measurements. For faults with slip > 1 m the mean2012
dip is 62◦±17◦ which seems reasonable. I then used the values, calculated for each2013
fault, to estimate the amount of strain accommodated by faulting during the May 20102014
intrusion. For the strain calculations I followed the method introduced by England and2015
Molnar (2005), which is explained in detail in § 4.4. The algorithm was kindly provided2016
to me by Philip England. The results of the strain calculation are shown in figure 5.28.2017
The cells exhibiting the largest amount of extensional strain are located just to the2018
east of the rift centre. The extensional strain along the profile marked on the map2019
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also shows a small amount of asymmetry with its maximum slightly shifted towards2020
the east. I integrated the strain across the profile, and found the extension across the2021
profile to be 1.5 m. Considering that maximum opening of the dyke is estimated to2022
be 1.6 m (personal communication Ian Hamling) it seems reasonable to suggest that2023
faulting can indeed accommodate the majority of the strain in the upper layer of the2024
crust induced by dyke intrusions beneath.2025
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Figure 5.23: ICP displacement of the May 2010 dyke intrusion top left: Vertical displacement,
top right Vertical displacement including fault traces manually picked by myself, bottom left
EW displacement, bottom right NS displacement.
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Figure 5.24: Vertical displacement and seismicity of the May 2010 dyke intrusion. Earth-
quakes are colour coded by time and size is dependant on magnitude. Focal mechanism from
moment tensor inversion (personal communication Derek Keir and Manaloh Belachew). Profiles
correspond to figure 5.25.
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Figure 5.25: Cross profiles corresponding to 5.24. Profiles are extracted perpendicular to
the rift axis. Topography is plotted in grey and surface displacement in red ( uplift) and blue
(subsidence). Local seismicity (courtesy of Derek Keir, moment tensors by Manaloh Belachew)
is scaled by local magnitude and colour coded by time.
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Figure 5.26: Fault slip induced by the May 2010 dyke intrusion. Trend and amount of slip
are shown by arrow direction and arrow length, respectively. The colour of the arrows indicates
plunge. Subsided region in grey. The diagram in the top right corner shows the distribution of
slip in respect of the plunge angle.
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Figure 5.27: Comparison of cumulative throw with fresh throw induced during two dyke
intrusions. Top panel: 60◦ rotated LiDAR DEM, second panel: Hanging and footwall cutoffs in
map view, third panel: Cumulative throw, fourth panel: Incremental throw from the October
2008 intrusion using InSAR data, fifth panel: Incremental throw from the May 2010 intrusion
using differential LiDAR data. Colours indicate individual fault segments.
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Figure 5.28: Top: Strain map calculated from incremental fault slip derived from 3-D displace-
ment data. The arrows indicate the direction of maximum tension and the colours correspond
to the magnitude of extensional strain in each triangular cell. Bottom: Profile of the exten-
sional strain, indicated by the blue line in the top diagram, accommodated by faulting during
the May 2010 intrusion. Total displacement 1.5 m
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5.4 Summary and discussion2026
In this chapter I successfully demonstrated that ALOS InSAR and differential LiDAR2027
data can be used to identify and quantify dyke induced fault slip on individual fault2028
segments at the Dabbahu rift.2029
2030
To conclude this chapter I will discuss the findings of this chapter in relation to the2031
questions raised at its beginning.2032
• Do hard linked linkage zones exhibit increased displacement or do they act as slip2033
barriers?2034
I did not find signs for increased displacement accumulating at hard linked link-2035
age zones. In contrast, my observations suggest that two scenarios are possible2036
at hard linked linkage zones.2037
Firstly examples presented here show that local minima in the cumulative d− L2038
profiles, which can be associated with hard linked linkage zones, correlate with2039
minima of the incremental d − L profiles, suggesting that the individual fault2040
segments maintain a level of independence allowing them to slip separately. This2041
behaviour was previously only observed during fault growth in analogue models2042
(Mansfield and Cartwright, 2001).2043
Secondly I found cases at which the connected fault segments act as one through-2044
going fault. The former linkage zone does not appear to affect the distribution of2045
newly accumulated throw and the incremental d−L shape of the linked structure2046
is roughly bow shaped.2047
The combination of these two scenarios may explain the small scale corrugation2048
or saw tooth pattern commonly observed in d−L patterns (e.g. Manighetti et al.,2049
2001, Cowie and Roberts, 2001, Peacock, 2002).2050
2051
• Does the less developed fault segment show signs of increased displacement?2052
I did not observe any cases where the less developed fault segment accumulated2053
more throw compared to its larger neighbouring fault segment. If one of the2054
linked segments accumulated a significantly larger amount of throw it was the2055
already larger segment which accumulated it.2056
2057
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• How do divergent splay faults behave?2058
Splay faults are often believed to be the remnant, inactive fault tip of the rear2059
segment after fault linkage is completed along a lower-ramp breach (e.g Trudgill2060
and Cartwright, 1994, Crider, 2001). The Dabbahu rift segments exhibit many2061
divergent splay faults which are of similar length to the supposedly active front2062
segment. While they exhibit less throw compared to the front segment their2063
length suggests that the remnant fault tips remain active. The displacement data2064
from the InSAR data as well as the differential LiDAR data both indicate that2065
this is indeed the case. I observed displacement along the linked fault as well2066
as on the supposedly inactive tip of the rear segment. I also found a case that2067
suggests that the rear fault destroyed the linkage with the front segment and now2068
accumulates displacement along its original path.2069
2070
• Where does the fault re-activation occur in respect to dyke intrusions? Which2071
faults get reactivated during the intrusion?2072
During both the October 2008 and the smaller May 2010 intrusion, faults within2073
a broad zone of 3-4 km width parallel to the dyke were reactivated. In both cases2074
the majority of the dyke induced displacement (∼1 m) accumulated along one2075
or two large fault structures which border the area of subsidence on the east.2076
Minimal fault slip occurred further east of these boundary faults.2077
For the October 2008 intrusion the area of subsidence correlated with the region2078
of fault activation. Hardly any fault slip occurred on the uplifted flanks. In con-2079
trast the subsided area of the May 2010 intrusion was narrow (1-2 km) and apart2080
from the bordering fault in the east all of the fault slip occurred on the uplifted2081
flanks. The differential LiDAR data shows bookshelf faulting at the AVC. The2082
strain analysis showed 1.5 m extension during the May 2010 intrusion which cor-2083
relates to the 1.6 m maximum dyke opening from elastic dislocation modelling2084
(personal communication Ian Hamling).2085
2086
.2087
Chapter 62088
Conclusions2089
The recent Dabbahu rifting episode is the first of its kind that has been extensively2090
monitored using advanced remote sensing techniques such as InSAR and LiDAR. Here2091
I was able to combine these technologies in a unique way to investigate dyke-induced2092
faulting across the Dabbahu rift segment and provide new insights into fault develop-2093
ment.2094
2095
6.1 Fault throw algorithm2096
I successfully developed an algorithm to automatically extract throw along surface2097
fault traces from a high-resolution LiDAR DEM, by identifying the hanging and foot-2098
wall cutoffs. The quality of my derived cutoffs is comparable to field work data, with2099
both giving vertical errors of ∼1 m (Dawers and Anders, 1995).2100
The displacement-length data, d−L, produced by my algorithm is robust and repeat-2101
able. I also reduced the amount of subjectivity during the cutoff identification process2102
by applying strict criteria. The algorithm is controlled by multiple parameters which2103
can easily be adjusted to different data sets. I also successfully applied the algorithm2104
to displacement data derived from InSAR and differential LiDAR. Furthermore my2105
algorithm is quick and independent of specialist software. For analysis of fault data2106
in Afar, this algorithm was an essential tool. Fieldwork was impossible, except for a2107
handful of faults, and the sheer number of fault structures rendered manual picking2108
infeasible.2109
2110
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6.2 Dyke-induced faulting2111
During the recent 2005-2010 rifting episode at the Dabbahu rift in total 14 individual2112
dyking events occurred (e.g. Wright et al., 2006, Hamling et al., 2009, Barisin et al.,2113
2009, Grandin et al., 2009, Hamling et al., 2010). Each of them caused surface defor-2114
mation and fault slip. The two dyke intrusions studied in detail here took place in2115
October 2008 and May 2010. Both intrusions were injected towards the east of the rift2116
axis (Hamling et al., 2010). I used ALOS InSAR data to investigate the October 20082117
intrusion and differential LiDAR data to investigate the May 2010 event.2118
2119
In order to identify and extract fault slip induced by the October 2008 intrusion2120
I used ALOS InSAR data. The longer wavelength of 23 cm of ALOS data allowed2121
me to unwrap the interferogram above the dyke intrusion where the slip occurred. I2122
processed the data with the standard ROI PAC software (Rosen et al., 2004) package.2123
I was further able to process the data at its highest resolution due to the availability2124
of the high-resolution LiDAR from 2009. Once the ALOS data were unwrapped I cal-2125
culated the gradient of the LOS displacement to highlight the slipped faults. I then2126
converted LOS displacement into vertical throw by imposing a dip angle of 65◦. This2127
is reasonable for the steep faults at the Dabbahu rift segment.2128
2129
To extract the displacement from the May 2010 intrusion I used the two LiDAR2130
surveys from 2009 and 2012. Simple DEM differencing introduces too many errors2131
into the analysis and I therefore applied the ICP algorithm developed by Nissen et al.2132
(2012). It provides not only vertical displacement but also horizontal displacement.2133
The horizontal components are noisier due to striping in the LiDAR data set, caused2134
primarily by boresight roll angle errors.2135
2136
In both cases fault activation was limited to an area roughly 3-4 km wide parallel2137
to the intrusion. During the October 2008 intrusion subsidence occurred across the2138
4 km wide zone and all fault activation took place within that zone. The area of sub-2139
sidence was much narrower for the May 2010 intrusion (∼1-2 km) and most of the2140
reactivated faults were located on the uplifted areas. In both cases the majority of2141
the dyke-induced displacement (∼1 m) accumulated along one or two large fault struc-2142
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tures that border the area of subsidence on the east. Hardly any fault slip occurred2143
further east of these boundary faults. The May 2010 intrusion occurred at the AVC2144
which is dominated by westwards dipping bookshelf faults. These were activated by2145
the intrusion. The May 2010 intrusion was accompanied by a small eruption. By com-2146
paring the two LiDAR DEMs, I estimated the erupted volume to be 230,000±4,000 m3.2147
2148
The dyke intrusions of the 2005-2010 rifting episode were all emplaced to the east2149
of the rift axis (Hamling, 2010, Hamling et al., 2010). While it is unknown where the2150
dykes of previous rifting episodes were emplaced, the distinct bookshelf faulting at the2151
AVC may suggest that some previous intrusions behaved similarly. Coulomb stress2152
modelling shows that if bookshelf faulting exists before the intrusion the faults will be2153
activated in their pre-existing sense (Fig. 6.1). Furthermore during each dyke intrusions2154
faults are only activated within a zone whose width is dependent on the depth of the2155
intrusion. Numerical models propose that the width is ±2-3 times the depth to the top2156
of the dyke intrusion (Behn et al., 2006, Rubin, 1992). It is therefore possible to specu-2157
late that at some point in the development of the rift the dykes were emplaced mainly2158
beneath the westwards dipping faults, in order to create the well developed bookshelf2159
faulting at the AVC. However, the width of the cumulative strain zone (Fig. 6.2) can-2160
not be explained by repeated dyke intrusions at the same position as the 2005-20102161
sequence. Therefore it is likely that dykes move throughout the rift zone. From the2162
available data it is not possible to assess whether this is a steady migration or random.2163
2164
6.3 Fault growth at the Dabbahu rift segment2165
The Dabbahu rift segment exhibits a highly connected network of faults and fissures.2166
Along the length of the Dabbahu rift segment the style of faulting changes from horst2167
and graben formations in the north, which are commonly observed at rift zones, to2168
predominantly bookshelf faulting at the central Ado’Ale volcanic complex. In total I2169
extracted d − L profiles for 3748 fault segments that had been mapped by C. Vye-2170
Brown. The largest cumulative fault throw of ∼80 m is measured along fault scarps2171
in the east of the segment crossing the ryholitic AVC. Faults north of the AVC record2172
∼140 m of extension, derived from strain measurements, implying extensive resurfacing.2173
Fault linkage zones at various stages of linkage and divergent splay faults are common2174
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Figure 6.1: Coulomb stress change on faults caused by opening a vertical, N-S dike. The dike
is 39 km long and extends from 2.5-8.5 km in depth. The opening magnitude is tapered with
maximum opening of 1.5 m. The Coulomb stress is resolved on westwards dipping faults with
strike/dip/rake 180/65/-90. Young’s modulus is 10e+05 bars, Poisson’s ratio is 0.25, Coefficient
of friction is 0.4. The calculations were carried out using the software Coulomb 3.3 (Toda et al.,
2011). Courtesy of Richard Walters.
throughout the rift segment. Isolated individual faults are virtually non-existent at the2175
Dabbahu rift. Individual fault zones often comprise more than 10 segments at different2176
stages of linkage.2177
2178
Published models of fault growth through linkage predict that once two segments2179
are hard linked the displacement deficit across the linkage zone will be reduced (e.g.2180
Peacock and Sanderson, 1991, Cartwright et al., 1995, Willemse et al., 1996, Crider and2181
Pollard, 1998, Gupta and Scholz, 2000, Peacock, 2002). However, my incremental and2182
cumulative displacement data from the Dabbahu rift segment does not show any signs2183
of increased displacement accumulation across the former linkage zones. In contrast I2184
see evidence that one of two scenarios take place.2185
1. Fault segments maintain their independence and slip individually even after fault2186
linkage is complete. Throw accumulates at the centre of the individual segments2187
and hardly any new throw as acquired at the former linkage zone. This be-2188
haviour has previously only been observed during analogue modelling (Mansfield2189
and Cartwright, 2001).2190
2191
2. Fault segments act as one throughgoing fault after linkage is complete. In that2192
case the former linkage zone appears to have no influence on the distribution of2193
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Figure 6.2: Comparison between cumulative (left) and incremental strain from May 2010
intrusion (right). Strain is colour-coded. Note the difference in magnitude. Faults marked as
black lines. Left: The cumulative strain could only be estimated for the area covered by the
LiDAR survey but the faults indicate that the zone is much wider. Right: The zone of the
incremental strain is much narrower. Only the activated faults are marked.
the new throw. The throw distribution of the connected fault is roughly bow2194
shaped. The overall throw of the linked fault is increased but the deficit at the2195
linkage zone remains.2196
The combination of these two scenarios may explain the small scale corrugation or saw2197
tooth pattern commonly observed in d−L pattern (e.g. Manighetti et al., 2001, Cowie2198
and Roberts, 2001, Peacock, 2002).2199
2200
Furthermore models of fault growth through linkage propose that during the linkage2201
process the local maximum of the two linking fault segments shifts towards the linkage2202
zone (e.g. Gupta and Scholz, 2000). I could not see any clear evidence supporting this2203
theory from the d − L profiles of 36 soft and hard linked linkage zones. I also com-2204
pared the local maxima either side of the linkage zone with each other and the throw2205
minimum at the linkage zone (Fig. 4.14). In 70% of the cases the vertical difference2206
between the two local maxima is >2 m, suggesting that fault linkage commonly takes2207
place between segments of different maximum throw.2208
2209
Splay faults are often believed to be the remnant, inactive fault tip of the rear2210
segment after fault linkage is completed along a lower-ramp breach (Fig. 6.3) (e.g2211
Trudgill and Cartwright, 1994, Crider, 2001). The Dabbahu rift segments exhibits2212
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many divergent splay faults which are of similar length to the supposedly active front2213
segment. While they exhibit less throw compared to the front segment their length2214
suggests that the remnant fault tips remain active. The displacement data from the2215
InSAR data as well as the differential LiDAR data both indicate that this is indeed2216
the case. I observed displacement along the linked fault as well as on the supposedly2217
inactive tip of the rear segment. I also found a case that suggests that the rear fault2218
destroyed the linkage with the front segment and now accumulates displacement along2219
its original path.2220
Figure 6.3: Lower-ramp breach, faults are connected from the front segment. The remaining
fault tip is assumed to become inactive. Reprinted from from Crider (2001) with permission
from Elsevier..
2221
This unexpected reactivation of fault segments and the large amount of fault inter-2222
action is possibly due to the changes of the local stress field with each intrusion.2223
2224
6.4 Future work2225
In my thesis I focused to a great extent on the development of an algorithm to ex-2226
tract throw. Now that this tools exists to quickly derive cumulative throw from high-2227
resolution DEMs it could be applied to other regions for which such data exists such2228
as Iceland, Hawaii and mid-oceanic ridges. It would be particularly interestingly to2229
compare the d−L profiles derived from the Dabbahu rift segment with slow-spreading2230
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ridges and examine if there is a change in the shape of the d− L profiles.2231
2232
In order to complete this study, the remaining two dyke intrusions for which ALOS2233
InSAR data exist could be analysed and, in conjunction with the cumulative d − L2234
profile, more comprehensive fault growth models for dyke induced faulting could be2235
developed.2236
2237
At the moment the age constraints at the Dabbahu rift segment are too sparse to2238
allow for an estimation of the amount of resurfacing from the strain measurements but2239
in the future this might be a possibility. A more dense sampling of the ages of the lavas2240
would be valuable.2241
2242
The cumulative and incremental throw data sets could possibly be used to constrain2243
the position of dyke through numerical modelling and improve our understanding of2244
dyke-induced faulting. For example, boundary element models could be used to test2245
the hypothesis that the faults respond passively to the opening of the dykes.2246
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